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None of us is complete; more or
less by chance, we are tossed up by,
our conditioning — biological,
psychological, social, and cultural
— as partial beings. Our future lies
in each one of us making some-
thing of him or herself: making of
that miscellaneous bundle of
conditionings a happy, free, clear-
minded, and emotionally radiant
individual.

The conscious growth of a truly
human being is the ultimate heroic
act left to us. If we so choose, we
can develop within ourselves a vivid
awareness of existence, a powerful
positivity towards all that lives, and
an inexhaustible dynamism.
Ultimately, we can become
'Buddhas', enlightened or fully
awakened individuals who have
totally liberated themselves from
the bondage of subjective
conditioning and who have a direct
and intuitive understanding of
reality.

One who commits himself or
herself to this ideal of individual
growth is a Buddhist. So the
Western Buddhist Order is a
fellowship of men and women who
have explicitly committed them-
selves, in a simple cereniony, to
furthering their own and others'
development.

The Order forms the nucleus of a
new society or culture in which the
values of human growth are para-




mount. As a result of Order
members taking responsibility each
for their own lives and attempting
to communicate honestly and
openly with others, that new society
is becoming a living reality. In
those areas where Order members
have gathered together there are
found three things: Communities,
Co-operatives, and Centres.

In communities, Order members
and Mitras (literally 'Friends':
people who, after some initial
contact with Order members, have
decided they wish to deepen their
communication) live together in
numbers varying between four and
thirty. In these, a new and radical
way of life is being forged, which
encourages and inspires community
members to grow. They are usually
either for men or for women so as
to break down the habitual psycho-
logical and social patterns usually
found in our relationships with
members of the opposite sex which
so much inhibit growth. Often,
community members will pool all
their earnings in a 'common purse'
from which all expenses, communal
and individual, will be met. The
flavour of the communities is as
varied as the people within them.

In the Co-operatives, groups of
Order members, Mitras, and
Friends (those who are in contact
with the Movement and participate
in any of its activities) work


together in businesses which fman-
cially support the workers and
which fund the further expansion of
this New Society. Present
businesses either running or being
set up in the Movement include a
printing press, wholefood shops, a
silkscreen press, a hardwarestore,
cafes, a second-hand shop,
bookshop, editorial service, metal-
work forge, and graphic-design,
photographic and film studio.
Members of the Co-operatives are
hammering out a way of working
which is 'Right Livelihood': team-
based so that each person has the
opportunity to take responsiblity
for the work, and ethically sound:
exploiting neither other people nor
the earth's resources. Work is done
not for remuneration, but for its
value as a means of development (in
what other situation might your
workmates suggest that you go for a
walk or do some meditation when
you seem run down?) and from a
spirit of generosity. Each worker
either works voluntarily or is given
what he or she needs to live.

The most direct and effective
means to the evolution of con-
sciousness is the practice of
meditation. At the Centres,
members of the Order teach
meditation and conduct courses,
study groups, talks, and dis-
cussions on, the principles and
practice of Buddhism. There are


also ceremonies, festivals, and arts
activities. Yoga, massage, and other
practices are taught as valuable,
though less central, methods of
development. Centres are places
where you can make contact with
Order members and others already
in touch with this burgeoning New
Society. Above all, through the
Centres, a bridge is formed over
which those who wish may cross to
a new and total way of life based
upon the growth and development
of individuals.

The Friends of the Western
Buddhist Order ('the Friends') is,
then, a movement, always
deepening and expanding, of people
who wish to be authentic,
integrated and dynamic. It was
initiated in 1%7 by the Ven. Maha
Sthavira Sangharakshita,who spent
20 years in India as a Buddhist
monk. He there studied, practised,
and had contact with all the main
traditional schools of Buddhism and
returned to the West with a clear
awareness that, though its essence
remains the same, Buddhism always
expresses itself anew in each new
age and climate. The 'Friends' is
the response of the Buddhist
tradition of insight and experience
to the circumstances of the modern
West. It is an increasingly wide-
spread movement with sonic twenty
Centres and Branches throughout
the world.
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There are many profound and sophisticated ways in which we can speak of the difference between a
Buddha: someone who is Enlightened, and someone who is not. But perhaps the simplest way of all is
to say that an Enlightened being is someone who sees things clearly, who sees them as they really are.

There is, of course, a suggestion implicit in that statement, one which many people might resent,
which is that those who are not Enlightened do not really see things as they are, and live instead in
mists of ignorance and delusion. Just as the hackneyed drunkard will reject any suggestion that he is
drunk, or just as a child feels belittled when told that he is 'too young to understand' a world of
objects and people he can see so clearly around him, so, understandably, may we feel oppressed by
any hint that our mature, adult view of life has severe limitations.

Occasionally our experiences may shock us out of this arrogant complacency, and offer us a glimpse
into the nature and degree of our fimdamental ignorance. A beloved friend or relative dies, and our
objective, intellectual acceptance that life must end in death abruptly reels in the face of something far
more galvanising than mere understanding. A carelessly spoken 'home truth', or perhaps even a
heartfelt, kind word might suddenly pierce our rigid self-image, and make us wonder whether we have
ever really known even a moment of true happiness. In adolescence, or middle age, we may find
ourselves passing through the proverbial 'identity crisis', when all the reference points and
assumptions that have guided our lives hitherto inexplicably melt into meaninglessness.

Anyone who practises meditation will probably have a pretty good idea, even without the shocks, of
just how limited is his or her normal, 'everyday' grasp on reality. In meditation we are all the time
confronting, and trying to push back, the boundaries of consciousness, and as we do so we begin to
develop something of a feeling for a goal. By learning to acknowledge our ignorance - whether it
manifests itself in the form of distractedness, hatred, superficiality, or whatever - we cannot but begin
to imagine a state beyond ignorance, a state of Knowledge, of Wisdom, of seeing things as they really
are; in other words, we begin to grasp something of the distinction between understanding and
Insight. In time, with preparation and practice, we will actually start to experience the arising of
Insight in ourselves, and begin our own progress towards Buddhahood.

That progress can be helped along if we take up the meditative contemplation of certain doctrinal
formulae, themselves conceptual crystalisations of the Buddha's 'own' Insight. We may, for example,
contemplate the central teaching of the Three Lakkhanas, or 'marks' - even 'stains' - of conditioned
existence. According to this teaching, everything that we know, when seen through the eyes of an
Enlightened being, is marked by Impermanence (Anicca), Unsatisfactoriness (Dukkha), and
Insubstantiality (Anatta).

As the first three articles in this Newsletter demonstrate, this teaching is neither as obvious as it
may seem, nor as gloomy as it may sound. To see the universe in this way, to know it for what it
really is, on the basis of true Insight, is to know ultimate freedom and perfect happiness.

Obviously, to attain Enlightenment, we will have to do far more than read these articles, even if we
do fmd ourselves understanding every word within them. All the same, for the time being they may at
least have a few healthy shocks to offer. And although they may introduce us to a terrifying demon,
one whose existence we probably suspected, it is not out of the question that, sooner or later, we will
come to embrace him as a dear old friend.
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The Buddha's death (Gandhara, 3rd Century)

Nothing that exists, nothing
that we know of in this life,
can last. The only thing that is
not certain is when each thing
that now is will finally cease to
be. During every moment of
its existence everything is
undergoing a subtle change,
subtly getting older, subtly
growing into something else -
just as you yourself are getting
older, growing into something
else, even as you read this
article. Impermanence (Pali
anicca) affects everything we
know, and consequently it is a
rather large subject!

Mankind has always been
aware, at least to some degree, that
things do not last. Until quite
recently it was generally held that,
while all things beneath the Moon
had to pass away, everything
beyond that was eternal. Now, of
course, we know differently. We
not only know that the Earth is far
from being the centre of the
universe, we also know that there
are no exceptions to the universal
law of Impermanence. We watch
the deaths of stars, of entire
galaxies, through radio telescopes,
and we have to admit,
theoretically at least, that our own
solar system is no exception.

In our immediate environment,
the process of change is absolutely
rampant! If we live in the country
we see tremendous changes as the
seasons pass by, so many small
creatures coming to life and then
passing away - perhaps after only
one short season - so many plants
bursting into existence, only to
wither and fade after a while.

In the city it is in the inexorable
decay of material objects that
impermanence manifests itself
most obviously, since there are so
many man-made, material things
around. We decorate our appart-
ment, paint it nicely, and for a year
or so it looks very good. Then, one
day, we notice that the paint is
looking grimy, and has even star-
ted to crack. But even before we
notice the impermanence of those
decorations, many other material
things have started to go that way
too. Television licenses run out,
carpets wear away, cookers, ref-
rigerators and motor cars fall
apart, roads begin to crumble,
houses and even entire blocks of
flats are abandoned, fall down or
await demolition. Material things
are changing all the time, even
when we can see nothing actually
happening. We do not always see
the progression taking place -from
the freshly decorated wall to the
wall that needs repainting - but it
is happening all the time.

Whether in the city or in the

country, of course, we see many
examples of 'living imper-
manence'. People are imperma-
nent. In our own lives we are
constantly proving the universal
fact of impermanence. We seeour-
selves grow older, see our bodies
becoming more brittle, less elas-
tic; our hair grows thinner, our
digestion less robust, our eyesight
less brilliant. Of course there are
compensations it our minds are
becoming clearer and our lives
happier; but even if they do, we
cannot ignore our own imper-
manence without somehow feel-
ing, ifonly in a vague, unconscious
way, that we are ignoring someth-
ing extremely important. Even
though the subject of death is still
effectively taboo in Western
society, we cannot with good con-
science deny the fact that one day
we will have to come to an end.

It is interesting that there
should be this strange attitude to
death in our society. We claim that
death is no longer a mystery, yet
tend nevertheless to treat it as
something overwhelmingly
dramatic, something extraor-
dinary. But this attitude is quite
unrealistic. Death is happening all
the time. Somebody dies every
moment; several hundred people
have died around the world even
while you'have been reading this.
Death is very ordinary, very com-
monplace; everyone experiences it
... perhaps not only once, but
countless times. And yet it is con-
sidered anti-social to talk about it!
Perhaps if we could acknowledge
death in a healthy way, our society
would be less anxious, less
insecure, less worried. If we can-
not face the fact of our own imper-
manence, we are likely to develop
all kinds of fantasies to get away
from it. Perhaps we should con-
sider why it is that we maintain
such an unrealistic attitude to
impermanence and death.

The root of the problem is lack
of vision, for which there are,
according to Buddhist tradition,
two major reasons. Firstly there is
our general state of intoxication,
and secondly there is what could
be called our perverse way of
seeing things.

For many of us, intoxication - a
kind of over-inflation of the mind -
is our general state. It is a part of
our psychological conditioning,
part of our background. We
become intoxicated with our
youth, with our good health, with
good looks, or with physical
vigour and strength. Then,
because we feel so full of life, we
wonder why we should give any
attention to death, or to the
shortness and frailty of life. Why

should we think about imper-
manence? Why should we even
think about other people and
their problems?

What we fail of course to see is
that this very state of health, of
youth, of vigour, and so on, is
impermanent. It only lasts a few
years. Human life, as the scrip-
tures repeatedly tell us, is like dew
on the grass; it soon fades away.

The Buddha lost his intoxica-
tion with life when he saw the
'Four Sights': when he saw an old
man, a sick man, a corpse, and a
wandering yogi. When he saw
these things for the first time - or,
more likely, when his eyes were
opened to the significance of these
things so that he really saw them,
as if for the first time - then the
intoxication, the mental inflation,
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By Kamalasila

left him completely and he
became, so to speak, 'sober' and
clear for the first time.

Our perverse way of seeing
things means that we expect
things from life which are imposs-
ible. Our expectations are
unrealistic, but we never seem to
learn from our experience -
perhaps because we do not really
want to. We expect things to last,

when they never can; we expect
things to give us undying satisfac-
tion when they simply cannot; and
we expect things to have a kind of
definite,.fixed identity, when they
simply do not. In Buddhist tradi-
tion, these unrealistic expecta-
tions are known as the Viparyasas,
which means 'upside down' or
'topsy-turvy' views, and because
of them we live lives that are based

largely on wishful thinking and
pure fantasy. Time and time
again, because we would like
something to be true, it becomes
impossible for us to see the real
situation because our minds are
clouded by attachment. We make
these niistakes, read reality
falsely,again and again, and so live
in a state ofemotional conflict and
frustration all the time.

Now that we have seen the
scope of impermanence, and
looked at some of the factors
which blind us and stop us from
living in tune with the realities of
life, let us now look at the
significance of impermanence for
the spiritual life.

It is not hard to see the
significance of impermanence for
life as a whole if we take a look at
the Tibetan 'Wheel of Life'. This
Wheel contains every possible
form of existence: human beings,
animals, 'hungry ghosts', beings in
torment, asuras, and an enormous
variety of divine beings. It thus
embraces the entire range of men-
tal states associated with con-
ditioned existence, including
those of the highest gods.

If there were such a thing as a
theistically-based Wheel of Life,
we would no doubt see the figure
of God the Father cradling the
great Wheel in his protective
arms. But the Wheel of Life is a
Buddhist symbol, and the figure
who holds the entire cosmos in his
hands is our old friend the
'Demon' of Impermanence. He is
a nasty looking brute too, with his
yellow fangs and long, overgrown
fingernails protruding over the
rim of the Wheel. Impermanence
is everywhere and in all things. We
do not have to look for it; we can
find it wherever we look.

Turning from the demon hold-
ing the Wheel to the Wheel itself
we see, in addition to the realms of
the different beings, the progres-
sion of mental states which keeps
those beings forever revolving on
the Wheel: aprogression of mental
states, beginning with blind
spiritual ignorance. It is this
ignorance - which manifests in
forms such as mental intoxication
and perverse views - and the
deluded actions which arise out of
it, which keeps us bound to the
Wheel of conditioned existence.
Spiritual ignorance, as we have
already seen, is largely a kind of
wilful ignorance of the fact of
impermanence. This is the fun-
damental ignorance which leads
us to react in an unskilful way to
our experience in the external
world, conditioning us to react
with craving and hatred. In their
turn, these reactions become such

a confirmed habit that we become
fixed in negative patterns of
activity, and thus stuck on the
Wheel of Life. In other words, if
we ignore the way things actually
are we cannot develop and grow;
unless we acknowledge imper-
manence we will remain
spiritually immature.

But that is not the only reason
why impermanence has spiritual
significance. What is even more
important is the fact that were it
not for the universal principle of
Impermanence, the spiritual life
would be an impossibility. We
tend to think of impermanence as
something negative, something
rather unfortunate. Somewhere in
our hearts we all probably have a
vague, perhaps largely uncon-
scious tendency to think that it
would be better if things did last, if
nothing ever really changed, if we
could live forever. This of course
simply goes to show how deeply
conditioned we are by the
Vipariyasas!

But perhaps we should just try
to imagine what life would be like
if everything really was perma-
nent and lasting. To begin with,
you would never finish reading
this article, or even this sentence,
even this word! The mental state
in which you started reading the
article would not change either. In
fact nothing would ever have any
effect on your mental state,
because nothing, whether in your-
selfor out in the world, would ever
be able to change at all. If we think
about this at all, we can easily see
that the notion of permanence is a
complete absurdity. Without
Impermanence, nothing can ever
happen; everything would remain
as a sort of fixed, frozen
nothingness.

Looked at in this way, Imper-
manence begins to appear in a far
more favourable light. The fact
that everything changes means
that everything, including our-
selves, can change for the better.
Life is dynamic; its essence is
movement. It is because things
change that we can make spiritual
progress. We can change our
habitual reactions, move around
the Wheel of Life, even move right
out of conditioned existence
altogether. We can do anything we
like, and it is all thanks to imper-
manence. We should really be
grateful to that old demon who
holds the Wheel in his grip.

According to the Bardo Thodol,
or 'Tibetan Book of the Dead',
when wedie we see, for a very brief
moment, Ultimate Reality itself;
we have a momentary experience
of full Insight. This experience is
known as the 'Clear Light of the
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Voidness', and it is described as an
overwhelmingly brilliant white
light, seen as if it were something
outside of ourselves. We are
further told that if we can only
accept that experience, we will
gain Enlightenment, full
Enlightenment, on the spot! But
for almost everybody the
experience is too powerful, too
overwhelming, and we faint away.
Consequently, the next thing that
we see, a little later on, is a glorious
company of Buddhas and
Bodhisatt vas. We see them
extremely clearly and vividly.
Again, if we can only accept this
vision, without recoiling from it,
then we can gain Enlightenment.
But if we are unable to accept the
experience, we begin to
experience the Buddhas and
Bodhisattvas in a completely dif-
ferent way: we begin to experience
them as threatening, even
extremely wrathful.

Essentially, the wrathful
figures are the same Buddhas and
Bodhisattvas that they were
before, exactly the same manifes-
tations of Enlightened energy; but
they are too much for us, so we
experience them as a threat. The
book says, however, that even at
this stage all is not lost. If we can,
even now, accept the wrathful
Buddhas and Bodhisattvas, we
can still become Enlightened, still
avoid rebirth within conditioned
existence. In other words, if we
can only accept the angry Buddha
he becomes a peaceful Buddha;
and if we can accept the peaceful
Buddha, then he becomes the
clear light of the Void.

Perhaps it's a bit like that with
the Demon of Impermanence. He
is nothing more than a part of
nature. If we embrace him, rather
than rejecting him, he will become
more beautiful. We could see him
as the demon who guards the door
to the temple of the Dharma. If we
are prepared to accept the truth of
Impermanence, then we gain
entrance to the treasury of the
Dharma. But if we resist Imper-
manence, then the inevitable con-
frontation will humble our pride,
and sober our intoxication, since it
is impossible to win an argument
with Impermanence.

If we are sensitive, and
especially if we meditate
regularly, then in time life itself
will teach us these things.
However, if we are not very sensi-
tive, if we are slow to learn our
lessons, then there are two things
we must do. Firstly, we must try to
intensify our experience, live
more courageously, live in such a
way that it is much more likely
that we will come up against the


facts of life. This does not mean
that we have to travel to some
hellish region - though there may
be ways in which we can creatively
change our physical cir-
cumstances. Really it is enough
that we face each day as it comes
with the determination to see
things clearly, and engage with life
more completely and
realistically.

The other thing we can do -
which goes hand in hand with the
first - is reflect and think. This is in
many ways more difficult, but it is
very important. Actually, living
more intensely means thinking
more intensely: thinking about
Impermanence, reflecting upon

our experience oflife in the light of
the Buddhist teaching of Imper-
manence. This does not come
naturally so we have to train our-
selves to see how everything that
comes into being will come to an
end. By doing this we will even-
tually become convinced that
there are absolutely no exceptions
to the truth of impermanence.
This preliminary, intellectual
acceptance will provide a useful
basis for real Insight. We do not
have to think in a very sophis-
ticated way about these things - it
is simply a question of observing,

and noticing that impermanence
is a significant fact. Of course, by
thinking in this way, we will
become more and more aware of
the preciousness of life.

If we can become aware of the
preciousness of our own lives,
then it is not a very big step to
develop an appreciation of the pre-
ciousness of all the lives around
us. After all, we are each surroun-
ded by other lives: millions of
them: human lives and animal
lives. But how many of them are
happy, or even comfortable? How
many of them would we be pre-
pared to exchange for our own? If
we train ourselves to think in this
way then we will realise how lucky

we are to have 'well endowed'
human lives, and to be in contact
with the Dharma. We will thus
come to appreciate far more
clearly the opportunities that life
has to offer.

After all, our precious oppor-
tunity is a very fragile one. Life as
a human being is not only pre-
cious, it is precarious. It can be
snuffed out at any time, without
our being able to do anything
about it. Life is unreliable. We
simply have no guarantee that we
will not die within the next few
years, days, or even hours. Our 


bodies are so very fragile, so easily
damaged, so easily hurt. Over the
years we become experts at avoid-
ing physical damage, but acci-
dents do happen, even when we
are young and strong. It takes very
little to reduce us to complete
helplessness.

These are things that we have to
accept and ponder on. It is useless
to pretend that they do not hap-
pen. Ofcourse we should not think
about them in a morbid sort of
way, but with positivity, with
humility and self-respect. On the
right basis, these reflections can
give us a strong motivation to
practise the Dharma - not only for
our own sakes, but for the benefit
of all beings, since all living beings
are in the same position, they all
have the potential to grow and
develop too.

Impermanence is an important
fact of life, and since the world
would not exist without it, it is as
much a cause for joy as it is for
sorrow. To be aware of Imper-
manence is to have an intensified
awareness of reality. By develop-
ing our awareness of Imper-
manence, we should naturally
find ourselves developing clarity
and a new maturity of outlook.

Then, if our minds have been
thoroughly prepared by the prac
tice of meditation, our reflections
on impermanence will prepare the
ground for the arising of Insight
which will transform us per-
manently. By realising the all-
pervasiveness of Impermanence
we shall also realise the all-
pervasiveness of the other two
characteristics of conditioned
existence: unsatisfactoriness and
insubstantiality. It is becauk all
things are impermanent that they
are unable to give real satisfaction,
and it is because things are imper-
manent that they are devoid of a
permanent self-nature.

To see these truths in all their
depth and richness is an extremely
liberating experience; in fact it is
the liberating experience. To see
the truths of Impermanence,
Unsatisfactoriness and Insubstan-
tiality is to be freed from the com-
pulsive need to grasp for
permanence which is not there,
for satisfactions which are unob-
tainable, and for an essence which
does not exist. With no com-
pulsive need to grasp and cling,
there is no more insecurity, no
more anxiety. Indeed, we have
embraced the demon of
insecurity, the threatening demon
of Impermanence, and found that
he is really a friend, found that the
insecurity we once felt in his pre-
sence has become a source of
security. It has become wisdom.

The Wheel of Life
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The Honey on the Razor's Edge
By Abhaya

A traditional vision of hell

The teachings related to
Dukkha appear throughout the
Pali scriptures, but probably
find their simplest, pithiest
expression in verse 278 of the
Dhammapada: 'All con-
ditioned things are painful.'
When with understanding
one sees this, one becomes
weary of suffering. This is the
Way to Purity.' (Trans.
Sangharakshita.) "Purity"
here means, of course, Nir-
vana, the goal of the path,
Enlightenment. While the
Buddhist scriptures may be
replete with references to
suffering, we should never
forget that the root purpose of
those scriptures, and of the
spiritual path itself, is to help
us escape from suffering com-
pletely.

The Buddha once said, "I teach
only two things, oh monks: suffer-
ing and the release from suffer-
ing." The notion that Buddhism,
in its concern for suffering, is
essentially pessimistic is based on
a complete misunderstanding of
the difference between
psychological truth and spiritual -
even metaphysical - truth. One
endowed with Insight will see that
conditioned existence is fraught
with suffering, but this should
never be taken to mean that one
cannot proceed along the spiritual 


path unless one is suffering.
As the Buddha himself could

see, however, there is no getting
away from the fact that for many
people the path does begin with
suffering, with a real, tangible
experience of suffering. All con-
ditioned things are painful. The
fabric of reality is stained with
suffering. We must not be like
ostriches, burying our heads in the
sand in the face of this unpleasant
feature of existence. But the ack-
nowledgment of a problem is a
vital step towards overcoming it.
As the Dhammapada teaches, if
we can really see the truth of
suffering, bringing awareness to
bear on the matter, we will
understand it. Then, on the basis
of that clear, sharp awareness and
understanding, stimulated by that
awareness and understanding, we
will enter on the path which leads
away from suffering, into the
realm of non-regressive
creativity.

Although the English word
most commonly used to translate
dukkha is 'suffering', the word
'unsatisfactoriness' comes far
closer to the spirit ofthe term. The
Pali-English Dictionary asserts
that there is no single English
word which covers the same
ground as does dukkha in Pali.
Apparently our modern English
equivalents are too specialised,


too limited, and usually too
strong. Dukkha is equally mental
and physical; to translate it as
'pain' makes it sound too physical,
while to render it as 'sorrow'
suggests something too
exclusively mental. 'Unsatisfac-
toriness' has the virtue of being far
more comprehensive, in that it
covers the entire spectrum of the
experience of dukkha, from the
most violent physical pain to the
subtlest forms of psychological
unease.

That there are many different
kinds of suffering or unsatisfac-
toriness is a matter of our
individual experience, entangled
as we are in the web of conditioned
existence. Unsatisfactoriness,
whether gross or refmed, is of the
essence of the human predica-
ment. One week a man meets with
an accident and suffers serious
physical hardship; the next he is
bereaved of a loved one. On the
lower reaches of the evolutionary
slope, beings suffer dumbly,
without any glimmering of hope
for release. On the higher reaches,
humans can transfigure their pain
through the alembic of art, the
creative act, or purge and refine it
through the apprehension and
appreciation of the great works of
their fellows. If one is very for-
tunate, one will encounter the
word of the Buddha and learn of 


the means whereby one might
transcend the predicament
altogether.

Although the experience of
unsatisfactoriness can take many
forms, gross or subtle, physical or
mental, the entire field of Dukkha
can be subsumed under three
major classifications, known in
the Buddhist scriptures as the
'three painful states', or 'the three
kinds of unsatisfactoriness'.
Firstly there is the sensation of
bodily pain; secondly come feel-
ings of unsatisfactoriness due to
the phenomenon of change -
usually encountered in connec-
tion with otherwise pleasant
experiences; and finally there is
the unsatisfactoriness that arises
simply from being bound up in
conditioned existence.

The first kind of unsatisfac-
toriness, that associated with the
bodily experience ofphysical pain,
is something from which nobody
is exempted. We all experience
something from within its wide
spectrum, whether it be the pain of
a raging toothache, or cancer.
Even a Buddha experiences this
kind of suffering, since it is
inherently linked with the poses-
sion of a body and its associated
sense-organs. However, a
Buddha, and even less highly
developed humans, can rise above
physical pain, more or less at will,
by entering the jhanas: the higher
states of meditative con-
sciousness. The same applies to
pain and discomfort caused by
outward circumstances, such as
extremes of climate, want of food,
insect bites, and so on. The great
Tibetan yogi Milarepa, it is said,
remained absorbed in jhanic
states for such long periods of time
that he forgot about hunger and
bodily deprivations, and fores-
talled any suffering from the
extreme cold up in the mountains
by generating 'psychic heat'.

The message is clear. While
physical pain may be an inextric-
able aspect of our human lot, we
must try to prevent our minds
from becoming numbed and
dulled by it. It is possible to main-
tain a degree of mental inspiration
which will keep our bodily unease
at least in a balanced
perspective.

As we move on to the second
characteristic of unsatisfac-
toriness: pain caused by the
phenomenon of change, we come,
from a spiritual point of view, to

7
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The great yogi Milarepa

the heart of the matter, for it could
be said that the attempt to unders-
tand and come to terms with
suffering on this levelconstitutes a
crucial phase in the early stages of
the spiritual life. The technical
term for this form of unsatisfac-
toriness is Viparinama Dukkha.
Viparinama literally means,
'being caused by change'. The
unsatisfactorMess here is mental
as distinct from physical, though it
is by no means out of the question
that physical pain can issue from
it, so close is the relationship bet-
ween mind and body.

Here of course, we see a close
connection between the second
characteristic of conditioned exis-
tence, Unsatisfactoriness, with
the first, Impermanence. As we
saw in the previous article, we
suffer because we are not living in
accordance with the truth of
impermanence. We get joy from
our experiences, but our
awareness of joy's transience is
always there, an irritant distract-
ing us from wholeheartedness.
But if we only think a little more
deeply, we will realize that it is not
the fact of the pleasure's imper-
manence which taints our joy;
that is, in itself, quite neutral, a
simple fact of life. Rather, it is our
tendency to try to cling to joys, our
desire to bind ourselves to them, in
spite of their impermanence,
which spoils everything. This is
when be begin to experience
unsatisfactoriness in the sense
suggested by the title of this arti-
cle. Pleasure is sweet and we crave
for its endurance, but that craving
is the blade which cuts us.

Strangely enough, perverse
creatures that we are, we return to
pleasurable experiences again and
again in this frame ofmind, unable
to learn our lessons. This is an
aspect of the spiritual life which
takes up much time and effort. It
has been called the 'battle-ground
of the spiritual life', the crucial
struggle to put a break on the
Wheel of Becoming between 'feel-
ing', or 'sensation', and 'craving'.

At this point I should recapitu-
late an important distinction to be
made between 'desire' and 'crav-
ing'. English translators of
Buddhist texts often translate the
two Pali words chanda and tanha
with the same English word,
'desire'. The word tanha means
literally 'thirst', and can approp-
riately be translated as craving.
But chanda, the Pali word closest
to our 'desire', can be seen to have
two distinct shades of significance,
since there are really two kinds of
chanda. There is 'higher desire',
which is Dhammachanda - desire
for the Dhamma, desire for Truth

- which is always healthy; and
there is a 'lower desire' called
kammachanda, which is desire for
sensuous experience. In itself
kammachanda is fine; there is
nothing wrong with sensuous
experience in itself. But if we are
not careful the desire for sensuous
experience can degenerate into
craving. Craving is by definition
neurotic for the word suggests that
we are seeking from the object of
our desire a kind of satisfaction
that it is quite unable to give.

For example, we want our
girlfriend or boyfriend to live up to
the mysterious ideal of our
dreams. But this is never fair,
since all we are doing is projecting
our own unconscious psychic con-
tents onto them, wanting them to
embody an archetype of
'masculinity' or 'femininity'
which properly resides in our own
minds. They, naturally enough,
simply cannot take it. Unless we
recognise what is going on, wefmd
ourselves being sucked into a vor-
tex of craving and frustration from
which it is very hard to emerge. If
and when we do emerge, we tend
to emerge mangled and chewed,
even less psychologically
integrated than we were before the
episode began.

Perhaps we suffer far more than
we realize from this 'archetypal
starvation'. It has been said that
we belong to the archetypal realm
just as much as we belong to the
realm of sense perception. If we
are functioning fully we should
live and move in both worlds - in
the world of sense and the world of
form, in the world of history and
the world of myth - and be able to
move smoothly from one to the
other without confusing them.
Many of our deeper emotional
needs may only be satisfied in the
archetypal realm. If they are frus-
trated, remaining unfulfilled

either through the process of
meditation or creative activity,
they will seek satisfaction in the
realm of sensuous delight, a satis-
faction which is actually not possi-
ble. Such seeking leads only to
further craving. This predicament
is poignantly expressed by Shan-
tideva in a verse from his work,
The Bodhicaryavatara, where he
says: "...Yet some rush to sorrow
only because of the hope of escap-
ing sorrow. Although striving for
happiness, like their own enemy,
they stupidly destroy their own
happiness."

Colloquially put, this all adds
up to not knowing what is best for
us. In more traditional terms it
means going to false refuges. We
are so afflicted because we have
hardly found a provisional refuge,
let alone a real one. The solution
lies not just in experiencing the
unsatisfactoriness emotionally
and fully; but in discovering
where real happiness lies.

In a traditional list of twelve
stages or 'links' along the spiritual
path, we find that the sixth 'link'
comes between 'happiness', or
'bliss', and 'concentration'. This
suggests that happiness and con-
centration are intimately connec-
ted. Indeed, when these two come
together, it is impossible to say
which of them comes first,
because they are really two dif-
ferent aspects of the same
experience. The happy man is
concentrated because he is happy;
the concentrated man is happy
because he is concentrated. To
look at the negative side of the
issue, we will see that we cannot
concentrate when we are not con-
tent, and that we are discontented
when we are not concentrated. It
is therefore essential that we bring
the cognitive element ofour minds
into play and reflect on our
experiences of unsatisfactoriness,

asking ourselves why we feel
unfulfilled. We can also ask our
spiritual friends for their advice
since our condition may be more
apparent to them than to us. If no
satisfactory advice is forthcoming
from any quarter, then perhaps
the time has come for us to take
the classic piece of advice and just
face our own inner emptiness until
the real source of our dissatisfac-
tion becomes more clearly
defined.

Sooner or later that moment
will always come, when we have
exhausted ourselves with the
search for false refuges. One day
we will experience those par-
ticular avenues of retreat as
acutely unsatisfactory and at last
we will turn to them no more; at
last we will have learned from our
experience: we will have become
weary of suffering.

Of course, ideally we should
never allow ourselves to be
reduced to such a sorry state. By
using our imagination, by taking
advantage of our ability - as beings
endowed with self-consciousness -
to project ourselves into our possi-
ble futures and see clearly what
the consequences of our actions
will be, we can by-pass a great deal
of suffering.

According to the formula of
'links' in the spiritual path already
mentioned, 'faith' arises 'in depen-
dence upon suffering'. While this
may mean that we develop a com-
mitment to higher development -
thus embarking upon the spiritual
path - as a result of great suffering,
this is not an inevitable rule. As
suggested earlier, one need not
experience any suffering at all for
that faith to dawn. This was the
case for the Buddha himself. His
faith that there must be an escape
from suffering arose more from
his reflections on the fact of suffer-
ing in conditioned existence in
general, than from any over-
abundant personal experience of
it.

The third type of suffering left
for us to consider is known as the
unsatisfactoriness experienced by
the heart seeking release. Until we
have attained Insight: 'knowledge
and vision of things as they really
are', our happiness will not be
complete. The pleasure we derive
from conditioned things, even the
highest bliss that can be experien-
ced in the most exalted of medita-
tive states, cannot satisfy the
deepest longings ofthe heart. Only
experience of the Transcendental
can do that.

This point is movingly illus-
trated by an episode from the life
of Naropa, the disciple of Tllopa,
second in that great lineage of
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Vajrayana teachers to which
Marpa and Milarepa belonged.
One day Naropa, a widely
acclaimed and revered teacher at
the Buddhist university of
Nalanda, had a profound spiritual
experience in which he realized
with a jolt that he had not yet
attained the level he had been pre-
tending to. He had not achieved
Insight. As a result he
immediately decided to quit his
post and take up the meditative
life of a hermit in order to achieve
Insight as quickly as possible. The
heads of his department implored
him to change his mind, but he
remained adamant. 'I have not
seen Reality.' he declared.
Although, relatively speaking, he
was a very happy man, towards
whom others looked for inspira-
tion and support, the deepest long-
ing of his heart remained
unsatisfied.

Those of us who have set our
feet upon the spiritual path, who
are making some attempt to
undertake the 'higher evolution',
may experience unsatisfac-
toriness most commonly as we
come up against barriers to the
expansion of consciousness, and
as we struggle to overcome or
break through them. In his work
The Jewel Ornament of Libera-
tion, sGampopa refers to "the 


inveterate propensities due to evil
deeds committed repeatedly in
former times". These are the
barriers with which weare presen-
ted. What we have to oppose are
our ingrained mundane habits
and 'natural' tendencies. The pro-
pulsive power of our commitment
to higher development must be
very strong indeed to counteract
the pull of those regressive
forces.

Thus it is that as we progress we
experience what we could call
growing pains. It is a struggle to
move from a lower level to a
higher one, not simply because we
are lazy or sluggish, but because
the act of creation itself involves a
process of death, of dissolution.
To a certain extent the creative act
involves a degree of destruction.
The lower has to die in order that
the higher may live. This is why
we react so strongly when our
friends point out some of our more
negative habits in a 'fiercely frien-
dly' way. At first we may deny the
charges hotly, but at a later date,
given that there was genuine con-
cern in the criticism, the weakness
is acknowledged, and sincere steps
are taken to remedy it.

There is no reason why all our
difficulties should not be
dissolved, sooner rather than
later, in the purifying solvent of 


spiritual friendship. The process
of seeing, or being helped to see, of
acknowledging and then dissolv-
ing our psychological condition-
ings is indeed painful, but it is also
pleasurable, in that it is conducive
to the expansion of consciousness.
It is almost always experienced as
a release of energy.

The process is ambivalent. One
is slowly but surely giving birth to
oneself - a birth which is on the
one hand painful, even traumatic,
but on the other hand truly
liberating. Perhaps those who
create works of art experience the
same kinds of tension. George
Orwell described the process of
writing a book as a "horrible,
exhausting struggle, like a long
bout of some painful illness. One
would never undertake such a
thing if one were not driven on by
some demon whom one can
neither resist nor understand."
Well, perhaps this is a little
extreme, but I suspect that the
artist who does not find the
process of creation difficult is a
rare one. More often that not, the
creative process is triggered off by
some kind of irritation - like the
grain of grit in the flesh of an
oyster around which the pearl
forms.

This element of struggle on the
spiritual path, which I have


instanced here as a form of suffer-
ing or unsatisfactoriness, is a spur
to further development. It irri-
tates, but at the same time it
stimulates. It throws down a
challenge which we can accept in
the traditionally heroic spirit
demanded by Buddhism.
Ultimately our growth will
become effortless, spontaneous,
quite painless. Even now we can
experience the occasional
moment of creative spontaneity.
When we are fully Enlightened
the flow of creativity will be uthn-
terrupted, because we will have
transcended conditioned
existence.

Meanwhile we must concern
ourselves with the effort to eradi-
cate the grosser manifestations of
Unsatisfactoriness in the form of
our neurotic cravings, taking full
advantage of whatever help we
can fmd from our spiritual friends.
With their co-operation, and with
the full force of our general
spiritual practice behind us, our
struggle to overcome the dark
entanglements of our confusions
and conditionings will bear its
fruit. As we progress along the
path, we will bring forth our true
selves, and by the power of the
insights attained, we will find in
time that we have transcended
Unsatisfactoriness altogether.

9

TheShiftingSandsofBeing
By Saddhaloka
It is evening. A young monk
walks across the monastery
courtyard to the Abbot's
house. He looks bright and
composed, for he has been
meditating and studying now
for two years. He has had
some good experiences in the
Zendo and has even felt the
arising of a little insight into
the Teachings. He looks for-
ward to a meeting with the
master, confident that his
efforts must have earned him
some approval.

He greets the venerable
man with a bow. As he seats
himself on a mat, the master
fixes him with a penetrating
gaze. He feels uncomfortable.
Not wishing to seem disres-
pectful, he looks down at the
floor.

At length the abbot speaks,
asking suddenly, "Who are
you?" The young monk is
bewildered. Surely such an
advanced man would not
forget the name of such a pro-
mising pupil! Trying to con-




ceal his dismay he answers,
giving his family name, and
the village from which he
hails.

"No, not that! Who are you?"
comes the abrupt reply.

At first he is caught
unawares, but then he
realises, 'Ah! Of course! I am
not just a name!' He makes a
broad gesture, and bows, as if
to say, "Yes. Here I am - all
here, Master."

His teacher impatiently
brushes this aside. "Will you
stop playing the fool and just
answer my question? Who
are you?"

He feels the ground slipping
away beneath his feet and
begins to panic, his mind
frantically leaping around,
looking for an answer to
satisfy his interrogator. Then
he understands. The master
wants to hear his understand-
ing of the Dharma! He pulls
himself together.

"I am not to be found in
form, feeling, perception, 


volition or consciousness. I
am unreal! He quotes rapidly
from the Vajraccheddika
Sutra: 'As stars, a fault of
vision, as a lamp, a mock
show, dew drops, or a bubble:
a dream, a lightning flash, a
cloud..."

A smile seems to flicker
about the abbot's lips; the
monk breathes an inner sigh
of relief... But suddenly feels
the shock of a hefty blow
across his head.

"Unreal eh? You feel solid
enough to me!" The master
lunges for him, grabs the folds
of his robes in strong hands,
and plants his face inches
from his pupil's. "Now, tell
me! Who are you?"

There are two ways in which
this story of old Japan might end.
Seized by confusion and terror,
the monk runs from his master's
fiercely compassionate gaze and
awful questions. Or, in the midst
of the confusion, this destruction
of all preconceptions, with
nowhere left to stand, he is


suddenly overwhelmed by a com-
pletely new kind of understand-
ing, which bubbles up from the
very depths of his being: an
Insight. The master has com-
municated something of the truth
of Insubstantiality (Anatta [Pali]
or Anatman [Sanskrit]).

As this story suggests,
Insubstantiality is a difficult truth
to grasp. In this consideration of
the third 'mark' of conditioned
existence, we will find ourselves
penetrating into the nature ofexis-
tence even more deeply. We might

 understand unsatisfactoriness

quite easily, at least to some
degree. We all have our
experiences of dissatisfaction in
life. And, to a certain degree at
least, we can understand imper-
manence too. Things get broken
and lost. We get older; good times -
and bad times - always come to
an end.

But the teaching of anatta, or
Insubstantiality is far harder to
embrace. It contradicts our most
basic 'commonsense' assumption,
that 'I am I', that there is a 'me', an
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inner core of separate selfhood.
The doctrine of insubstantiality
says the 'I' is just a concept, a men-
tal construct. In reality there is
nothing at all with any
substance!

The teaching does not stop
there either. While impermanence
and unsatisfactoriness are said to
reflect the nature of conditioned
existence, insubstantiality is
applied to the unconditioned as
well. The Unconditioned is said to
be anatta in that it is indefinable,
indescribable, signless. Because it
is indefinable, it cannot be defmed
as either existent or as non-
existent, nor as both existent and
non-existent, nor as neither exis-
tent nor non-existent. In the end it
cannot even be truthfully
described as the 'Unconditioned',
for even this implies that it is
something separate from the con-
ditioned. Thus, at its most pro-
found level, the teaching of

Insubstantiality points to the
indescribable reality at the heart
of both the conditioned and the
Unconditioned. However,
perhaps we are in danger ofgetting
lost in the heady heights of
Buddhist philosophy; perhaps we
should come back down to earth.

As is the case with all teachings
in the Buddhist tradition, we
should never forget that the teach-
ing of Insubstantiality has an
essentially practical purpose.
That purpose is to shake us up,
transform our experience of our-
selves and of life, break up our
fixed views, and propel us towards
'knowledge and direct vision of
things as they really are'.

Daunting though it may be, the
doctrine of Insubstantiality is one
of the fundamental teachings of
Buddhism. There is no avoiding
it; you will find yourself encoun-
tering it in one form or another
throughout the scriptures. Even-
tually we have to come to terms
with it.

The doctrine can be
approached in two ways: from a
'static' viewpoint, and from a
more 'dynamic' viewpoint. Put in
'static' terms, the teaching
suggests that all phenomena,
including ourselves, have no
'own-being', no fixed identity, no
unchanging selfhood. Each one is
the sum of its parts; besides this it
exists only as a concept, a name.
Seen in a dynamic light, the teach-
ing suggests that phenomena lack
'own-being' because they are none
of them seff-produced, but merely
the temporary result of a coming
together of various conditioning
factors, a momentary configura-
tion within a continuously unfold-
ing process. Everything is part of

this process, everything is coming
together and falling apart, com-
pounding and dissolving, all the
time.

Early Buddhist philosophers
broke this process down, describ-
ing it in terms of the five skandhas,
or 'heaps', of form (rupa), feeling
(vedana), perception (samjna),
volitions (samskara), and con-
sciousness (vijnana): five broad
divisions which together com-
prised all aspects of the process of
conditioned existence.

Later, the Hinayana mind got
to work, applying its particularly
analytical bent, and these divi-
sions were refined and adapted,
the process of existence being
further sub-divided down into
ultimate constituents, known as
dharmas'. To emphasise the
insubstantiality of everything,
however, including the dharmas
themselves, the Mahayana coun-
tered any tendency among
Hinayana thinkers to see the
dharmas as unchanging 'atoms'
within the process by developing
the concept of `Sunyata' -
'Emptiness'.

This doctrine states that if we
insist on seeing anything what-
soever as being in any way self-
existent, this is due to our gross
delusion. Even to see a mere flux
of dharmas is deluded. We must
recognise that everything, even
the process itself, even the
dharmas, is empty of self nature, is
Sunyata.
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The 'Heart Sutra':
a voice of the Transcendental

Let us bring this down to earth
with an example drawn from the
Venerable Sangharakshita's The
Three Jewels. We may make a
simple statement like, "The leaf
changed from green to red". But
how far does such a statement
match the reality of the situation?
We talk of a leaf, but is there really
some 'thing' apart from the
process ofgrowing and dying cells,
the flow of sap, the play oflight on
form? Is there really any entity
apart from the the process which
we describe with words like 'leaf',

the air we breath?
This example is enough to

demonstrate how we have
developed convenient, but
ultimately distorted ways of
describing events and seeing life.
We then allow the convenience
and convention of language to
define and dictate our normal
view of reality, and come to
assume that reality itself must be
encompassed within these
conventions.

One of the more unfortunate
consequences of this misconcep-
tion can be seen in attempts that
are made to offer rational prooffor
the existence of God. This is what
can happen when our views
become trapped by linguistic con-
ventions. The truth of Insubstan-
tiality applies to everything,
including the very totality of the
process which we call reality. So
there can be no God, nor even any
'subtle ground of being', no
'Atman', no thing called 'Absolute
consciousness'. When we speak of
the Transcendental or of
Emptiness, even, we must always
remember that these too are but
principles, not things.

To assimilate the truth of
'Insubstantiality' we must go
beyond reason, beyond our usual
way of seeing and understanding
the world altogether: we must
break through to a new level of
being. This is neither easy nor
comfortable. If we are really
receptive, we may 'hear' the voice
of the Transcendental speaking to
us through scriptures like the
'Heart Sutra' from the Perfection
of Wisdom canon. If we are ready
that voice may grab hold of us,
shaking us and breaking up our
fixed views. But the truth of anatta
represents something quite terr-
ible and terrifying.

Recalling the two possible end-
ings to our story, we will see that
while we might be able to look into
the eyes of the master and awaken
to the truth, it is more likely that
we will scream, fly from him, and
run back to our own room and try
to pretend that it simply didn't
happen! As T.S.Eliot says in The
Four Quartets, "Humankind can-
not stand very much reality".

There is of course a third possi-
ble ending to the story, in which
'green' and 'red'?

What then of ourselves? We
may say, "I am walking down the
road". But where is the 'I' outside
of the muscle stretching, blood
pumping, the breathing process ...
outside of the vastly complex
biological process, the thoughts
and feelings, not to speak of the
process which is the road, or of the
earth which supports it and us, of

the disciple remains stuck. Eager
for Enlightenment, he simply can-
not understand why he is not hav-
ing the breakthrough which his
master so clearly wants him to
have. This points to the crucial
importance of preparation, of
making ourselves receptive, and
learning how to give ourselves up,
bit by bit, to the terrible, liberating
truth of anatta. Is there, then, any
way in which we can get to grips
with Insubstantiality, on a day-to-
day basis?

First of all we can read and
study, thus gaining some intellec-
tual understanding of the anatta
doctrine - always remembering
that the doctrine is essentially
concerned with our experience of
ourselves and the world.

Then we can meditate, soften-
ing up the rigid, egocentric basis
we generally live from by
experiencing ourselves more
deeply, more clearly, at new levels
and in new ways. The practice of
metta bhavana (the development
of universal loving-kindness) is
clearly very important in this
respect. In the first stage of the
practice we try to develop a
healthy sense of our own worth.
This may seem contradictory to
the spirit of the anatta teaching,
but in practical terms it is essen-
tial. If we are going to be able to let
go of old ways, attitudes and
points of view, we need to be on
good terms with ourselves. While
we are defensive and insecure, our
tendency is to hold on to ourselves
very tightly, to close off from the
unknown and cut off threatening
experiences. If we have no basis of
emotional strength we will pro-
bably fail to understand the rich
significance of the anatta doctrine
- as many people have done. They
are the ones largely responsible for
the interpretation of Buddhism as
a grim, 'annihilation of self,,
which strikes so many people as
cold and pessimistic.

In the further stages of the
metta bhavan a, feelings of
warmth and friendliness are
extended outwards, eventually
towards all beings whatsoever.
Here we make a conscious prac-
tice of acknowledging other peo-
ple, valuing them, trying to see
them clearly, and considering that
their interests have as much value
as our own. This is not something
done only while sitting in medita-
tion of course. We try to take the
practice into our everyday lives as
well. In this way we will begin to
dissolve away our rigid egotism, so
that a more expansive, softer-
edged, more malleable 'self begins
to unfold.

In time we may take up an



Insight practice, such as the Con-
templation of Death, or the Con-
templation of the Six Elements'.
These practices are not taught at
beginners' classes held at FWBO
centres quite simply because there
is no real point to them unless they
are undertaken on a basis of
intellectual clarity and emotional
strength.

To give an example, the Con-
templation of the Six Elements is
an imaginative exercise used to
dissolve self view. Practised well,
it will have a diminishing effect on
conceit and selfishness. It is
important that it should be
approached in this way, for we will
be misleading ourselves if we try
to put too much of a metaphysical
interpretation onto it.

We begin by reflecting that
there is in the universe the ele-
ment 'earth'. We think of, or
visualize, rock, stone, earth, wood,
metal - everything that is firm,
which offers resistance. We then
recollect how there is such an ele-
ment in our own bodies too, in the
form of bones, teeth, hair, flesh,
and so on. We go on to reflect how
all these earth-like constituents of
our 'self are simply 'borrowed'
from the earth element in the
universe. We did not make them
ourselves, but rather took them in
with our food. Sooner or later they
will all be paid back, released back
into the universe. At death, as our
bodies burn or disintegrate, they
will all be returned. Recognising
this, we try to give up the earth ele-
ment now, relinquish our attach-
ment to it: we no longer claim it as
our own. This mental process is
then applied in turn to each of the
other elements: water, fire, air,
space and even consciousness.

If the spiritual life can be
described philosophically as the
gradual realisation of the truth of
Insubstantiality, then it can be
described psychologically in
terms of the progressive overcom-
ing of selfishness. In order to over-
come selfishness on the most
profound level we have first to
overcome it on a very basic level.
To list the ways in which we can
do that is really to list most of the
practices propounded by the
FWBO, but not yet mentioned.

There is of course the practice
of observing moral precepts. To
act skilfully has a bearing not only
on our own states of mind and
being, but also on the lives and
inental states of others. To live
morally involves living with a con-
stant awareness of others, whom
we take into account in all our
actions of body, speech and mind.
We therefore avoid harming them,
and instead seek after their

selves and put their interests
before our own. Being unselfish,
we realise, is a joy.

Many FWBO centres have
associated co-operative right-
livelihood businesses. Here people
learn to work hard, not for high
wages, butfor what they see to be a
greater good. Obviously this is not
at all easy; egos kick, scream,
grumble and complain from time
to time. But if they can see this
through, those who work in the co-
ops generally find that in asking
for less, they become much
more.

There are the residential com-
munities too. Here we may find
ourselves living among people
with whom we simply would not
choose to live under any other cir-
cumstances. Sometimes we have
to make a real effort to go beyond
our habitual likes and dislikes, our
old familiar habits and attitudes.
We also have to learn to care for
our environment, since it is also
that of others. We have to do our
share of the cooking and cleaning,
rather than trying to leave as
much as possible to others. We
have to learn to be aware of others'
needs, whether practical or
emotional, or even spiritual, and
try to go out to meet those needs.
But in doing this we find that we
are leaving our own selfish needs
further and further behind.

Through devotional practices
like the Sevenfold Puja, where we
enter the world of poetry, beauty
and imagination, and where we
symbolically encounter the ideal
of human perfection, we
strengthen our awareness that the
spiritual life is to be lived not only
for our own sake, but for the sake
of all beings. As we bow down
respectfully towards that ideal, in
the company of our spiritual
friends, we grow even further
beyond ourselves, disentangling
ourselves gently from the net of
deluded selfish vision.

If we practise even some of
these methods, consistently and
with real effort, then we will have
discovered a very potent means of
self-transformation, of self-
dissolution and self 'expansion'.
We will grow as human beings,
but as we grow we will find, in a
magical way, that we are flowing
into others more and more.
Everything will become lighter,
more fluid, more creative and joy-
ful; we will discover the 'open
dimension of being'. Then
Insubstantiality, far from being
seen as a mark or 'stain' of con-
ditioned existence will have
become the doorway to
liberation.

The stupa: a reliquary and a symbol of the six elements

welfare. We do not take what is not
freely given, and are instead
always prepared to give, and to
give of ourselves. In the highly
charged arena of sexual conduct
we develop a keen awareness of
the effects that our actions have,
on ourselves of course, but also on
others. Our speech should not
only be truthful, but also helpful,
harmonious and kind. In the use of
intoxicants like liquor we should
be concerned to preserve our own
positive mental states, but also -
sensitive to others in the situation.
While we may know where to
draw the line, there may be others
who do not, and who may benefit
ifwe set an example ofmoderation
- if not of abstinence. In this way
we gradually counterbalance our
ingrained selfishness and self-
interest.

Perhaps special mention needs
to be made of that ethical precept
which concerns the taking of the
not-given, and in particular of the
positive practice of generosity.
Giving is a practice of central
importance in the entire Buddhist
tradition. It is a powerful means of
overcoming our self-centred view
oflife. In some Buddhist countries
wefind people givingsomething to

somebody every single day - as a
matter of custom. To give is to
reverse the tendency to hold back,
to protect and to appropriate.

Sometimes we may feel an
impulse to give - perhaps to give
something quite substantial. But
then we become confused and
frightened, unsure whether we
should follow that impulse
through. It is wellworth trying. By
giving in such circumstances we
are not only giving up something
limited in ourselves, we are also
affirming a very positive develop-
ment. Try it sometime. There is
no shortage of opportunities!

Friendship is of course an
important element in this process.
Whenever we develop real
warmth towards another person,
and real openness to them, then
we dissolve away some of the hard
edges of our usual front. Through
deepening communication with
others, we not only discover chan-
nels of metta, and get them flow-
ing, but discover new aspects of
ourselves too as, through the
medium of the friendship, weopen
up parts of ourselves of which we
were previously unaware. In
friendship we learn to value others
as ourselves - even to forget our-
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New
Publications
Travel Letters
by Sangharakshita
Windhorse. Price 0.95

Windhorse Publications is living
more and more up to its name.
With ever-increasing energy, the
flow of publications of
Sangharakshita's work, by way of
reprints and previously
unpublished pieces has continued
unstemmed for the last year or
more. These days, it is never more
than a few months at the very
most before yet another piece rolls
off the press. At the time of writ-
ing, the latest work to arrive on
our bookstalls is a book entitled,
simply, Travel Letters. It consists
of a series of seven long letters
written between 1979 and 1983,
originally addressed to members
of the Western Buddhist Order
and published separately in
Shabda, the (unedited) monthly
magazine of the Western
Buddhist Order. The Venerable
Sangharakshita has collected
these letters together in the pre-
sent form in the hope, as he puts it
in his Preface, "of being able to
share (them) with a wider circle of
friends than that to which they
were originally addressed."

The author also admits in his
Preface that, given a perfectly free
choice, he would not have been so
much of a man on the move as has
proved the case. It is to the great
benefit of many people that he has
kept moving to the extent he has;
as a result the FWBO is now
established in all those countries
his visits to which are described in
these letters, namely, India,
Malaysia, New Zealand and
Australia, as well as, of course,
England, Scotland, and Wales.

The route covered in the letters
begins in England in early 1979
and ends in England in 1983,tak-
ing in, for various lengths of time,
all the countries just mentioned.
The account we read does not
actually follow a strict chronologi-
cal line, in the interest of the
author's concern to show how past
and present are almost, it seems,
interchangeable. Though some
readers might at first be a trifle
disorientated by the switching
back and forth in time, (the author
admits, again in the Preface, that
his interference with chronology
becomes in places, perhaps "a lit-

tle contrived"), they will soon
become accustomed to it and
absorbed by the story as it
unfolds.

The crop of impressions offered
in these detailed pages, even
though widely diversified, does,
somehow, manage to form a sort
of many sided organic whole,
somewhat like the many-faceted
crystal ball which the author
places in front of the bronze
Avalokitesvara at the end of
Chapter Five. There are, as is to be
expected in travel letters, many
descriptive passages: descriptions
oflandscapes and of the towns and
cities which the traveller stays at
or passes through. There are, too,
details of the arranged activities
which Sangharakshita par-
ticipated in in the various coun-
tries visited, as well as accounts of
those unsought-for experiences
which inevitably happen to people
on the move, such as the Kafkaes-
que incident at Bombay's Santa
Cruz airport on the journey back
to England.

Sangharakshita also shares his
reflections on several matters,
either to do with the state of the
FWBO or about Buddhism in
general, or topics of wider human
interest, prompted in some cases
by formal or informal questions,
or simply sparked off by cir-
cumstance. Not surprisingly, in
view of Sangharakshita's great
interest in books, a few of these
reflections have a distinctly
literary flavour. In the course of
his travels he has individual
encounters with quite a number of
people, and we are treated to a few
character sketches. All these
ingredients, woven together
loosely, as the epistolary form
allows, make up an agreeable,
interesting texture.

The first letter, written from
New Zealand, describes
Sangharakshita's arrival in India,
where he discovers that he has
become a legend in his own
lifetime. Lokamitra has been
working brilliantly there for only
six months, yet there are people
ready to Go for Refuge. The
ordination retreat at the hill fort of
Singhagad, above Poona, is
lovingly described. From India,
the account of the journey pro-
ceeds to New Zealand, then back
again to Malaysia, with details of

dramatic changes of landscape,
from the bare yellow-brown
mountains surrounding Poona
and the squalor and colour of
Indian cities, via the spacious
well-kept suburbs of Auckland
and the richly varied trees of the
New Zealand bush, to the dense
green vegetation of the Malay
mainland. Sangharakshita
observes the contrast between the
middle class, affluent Chinese in
his audience in Malaysia, and the
ex-Untouchables in Poona and
Bombay, reflecting that Chinese
Buddhists on the whole are "a bit
sober and humourless". He is
impressed by a gigantic image of
Samantabhadra which he comes
across in an intriguing cave tem-
ple in Ipoh ("...of mysterious
diginity and spirituality such as I
had hardly ever seen in an image
before").

The next two letters are also
written from New Zealand, where
Akshobya started FWBO
activities in the early seventies.
There is so much descriptive
detail of New Zealand woven into
the text that it is difficult to isolate
features; suffice it to say that it is
the general impression of the
Land of the Long White Cloud
which comes across most
evocatively, an impression of a
land of space and solitude, "pure
air and silence", a land, he
intimates, in which a man can
grow and thrive, yet where the
horizons, wide as they are, are
limited. He goes so far as to say
that if one wanted to develop as an
individual beyond the healthy
happy human stage, "one would
have to leave". Pa.rhaps that is not
so much the case today, now that
the Movement there has grown
considerably in strength and con-
tinues to do so.

A haunting image (from the
first letter from England in fact),
one which has lingered in my
mind since I first encountered it in
the pages of Shabda a few years
ago, is of Sangharakshita standing
alone on a deserted headland in
South Island, experiencing "a
breath of utter silence and utter
solitude" of the distant Anarctica
wastes. Visits to minor marvels
such as the famous Moeraki
Boulders and a certain natural
tour de force called the Blowhole,
leave the author regretting his

inability to fathom such mysteries
of Nature.

The poet in Sangharakshita, the
'Sangharakshita I' of The Thou-
sand Petalled Lotus, is never far
away in these letters and, on occa-
sions, is very much to the fore.
There are plenty of poetic
touches; when he eventually
returns to Norfolk after a second
visit to India, he experiences the
relative quiet of England like the
silences one experiences at the end
of a symphony concert. A few
months later, when the demands
of other work have temporarily
subsided, a truly poetic mood
descends. After an account of the
activity this leads to, we are
treated to a short rhapsody on the
nature of poetic experience. In
contrast to such passages there are
the more philosophical reflec-
tions, such as the disquisition on
the nature of history at the begin-
ning of the third letter from
England, and the sober rumina-
tions on what ordination in the
Western Buddhist Order really
means, these arising out of the
shock of discovering severe
misunderstandings and disgrun-
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Mahadhammavira and Sangharakshita in Bombay

tlement amongst Friends in New
Zealand.

In the last letter from England,
after telling us about his life at
Padmaloka and his friends in the
community there,
Sangharakshita gives an account
of his visits to various FWBO
Centres in the U.K., with a quick
visit to the Lake District thrown
in. The account is sprinkled with
personal touches conveying his
warmth and affection for his
various travelling companions,
his mother, whom he takes care to
visit regularly, and members of
Padmaloka Community with
whom he lives. Perhaps this par-
ticular letter suffers more than
any of the others from a faint
blemish, the over-inclusion of cir-
cumstantial trivia: what the lads
said, where we stopped for tea, and
so on, which tends to disfigure the
text slightly, like the intermittent
breaking out of a mild rash,
especially where the action is thin.
Otherwise, the style carries us
along quite comfortably.

Another feature of the letters
not to be forgotten is the author's
sharp eye for character, of which

there are plenty of instances. The
ones that spring to mind are an old
friend in Bombay, called Dikshit,
who, despite his spritual interests
over the years, "had not really
emerged from the cave of his own
bitterness", and another old
friend, an "old rogue" of a monk
encountered in Glasgow. There
are interesting vignettes of the
contrasting characters of Alan
Ginsberg and Christmas
Humphreys. But this gift for
character delineation really comes
into its own in the final letter, the
letter from Wales, which is mainly
an account of Sangharakshita's
participation in a weekend
organized by the Wrekin Trust, on
the subject of Science and
Mysticism. This and the account
of Uncle Jack's funeral in an
earlier letter, although factual
accounts, have many of the
characteristics of fictional short
stories, especially with respect to
the character sketches. There is a
real sparkle to the writing in the
account of the Wrekin Trust
event, a humour which made me
laugh aloud.

Travel Letters is, from one
point of view, a fascinating
miscellany, but there emerges, as
we read through it, not only a view
of Sangharakshita that we cannot,
of course, get from his didactic
writings, but also a fascinating
portrait of the Movement, the
FWBO, at a certain stage of its
history. (I suspect the book will be
of even greater interest in ten
years time.) I can heartily recom-
mend it as ideal late night reading.
It is easy to read, and containing as
it does six chapters of about
twenty pages with one long chap-
ter divided into three sections, it is
the sort of length to keep the con-
firmed bedtime reader happily
absorbed for at least a week.

ABHAYA

The Caves of
Bhaj a
by Sangharakshita
Windhorse. Price £1.25
Dhammachari Anagarika
Mahadhammavira died during
the June Order retreat at
'Saddhamma Pradeep' in Bhaja,
Maharashtra. On hearing this sad
news, Sangharakshita put aside
his other work and dedicated a few
days to the creation of a lengthy
verse poem entitled The Caves of
Bhaja. This is now in print.

Before reading the poem at the
London Buddhist Centre, exactly
one month after Mahadham-
mavira's death, Bhante spoke in
warm praise of his exceptional
qualities: his unfailing high spirits

and humour, his constant
willingness to help out in any way
he could and, above all, his boun-
dless gratitude for the Buddha-
Dhamma.

The poem, 'set' at Bhaja during
that retreat, is a moving testament
to Mahadhammavira's spirit,
while Bhante's choice of a 'heroic-
mythic' metre convention seems
perfectly to reflect the deeper,
calmer significance of an event
which could so easily have
appeared sentimental or even
sensational.

Allprofits from this publication
will go towards the erection of a
fitting memorial to Mahadham-
mavira at Bhaja.

The Glory of the
Literary World
by Sangharakshita
Windhorse. Price £1.25

Tharpa Publications is a new
company devoted to publishing

books on Buddhism. Its first pro-
duction is to be Sangharakshita's
long-awaited survey of Buddhist
canonical literature, The Eternal
Legacy.

Although the book itself was
still at press, some four hundred
people gathered at Friends House,
London, on 29th August to mark
the launch of Tharpa, and to hear
Sangharakshita deliver a paper,
an 'introduction' to his book,
entitled The Glory of the Literary
World -Reflections on the Buddhist
Canonical Literature.

Asserting that Buddhist
canonical literature should be
read first and foremost as litera-
ture, Bhante went on to define and
explore the nature and
significance ofliterature as a truly
human form of endeavour. The
paper, a delight in itself, is now
available in print, while the book,
which will be fully reviewed in the
next issue, should be on sale by
mid-October.
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The Boston Buddhist Centre has

been in existence for just over

four years, and during that time

a few hundred people have atten-

ded our various activities. Some

have stayed in regular contact

and become Friends, but I have

often regretted our limitations

and wanted to show more of what

the FWBO has to offer. The Cen-

tre housed a small community and

regular meetings were held there

but it was noisy and we often

felt overwhelmed by the busy

city. The idea of setting up a

retreat centre where we could
develop our own lifestyle, free

from incessant distractions, had

been in my mind for a number of

years. I wanted a place where

Dharma practice could be the

centre of community life, and

equally importantly, could be

seen to be so by our visitors.

In this way our Friends would

be able to experience directly

what it was to be a Buddhist.

There is a lot of confusion,

both in the United States and,

I suspect, in other countries,
about the real meaning of Buddh-

ism. This meaning can be ex-

plained verbally, but these ex-

planations, however lucid,

cannct speak as clearly as the

experience of the truly Buddhist

life.
Bch Ebberson, who has been in

contact with the Centre for a

couple of years, shared this
vision of a place where he could

go to immerse himself in the

Dharma, so we started to explore

the possibilities. We looked for

a property that would be suit-

able and affordable but soon

realized that these two require-

ments would not be satisfied

simultaneously. My thinking was
bound by financial conservatism,

Bob's, in characteristic Ameri-

can style, was not so hampered,

and he convinced me that we

should decide what we wanted and

then work to make It happen.

This was the big breakthrough -

we'd decided to have our child!

Within a few days I rediscover-

ed a handbill advertising a

property, which I had previously

put aside because of the high,

but nevertheless very reasonable,

price. It advertised a "spacious

custom designed property" on

thirteen secluded acres with

12,000 square feet of floor

space. It was located just over

an hour's drive north of Boston.

The property consisted of two

three-storey geodesic domes and

another more traditional three-

storey barn-like structure. Both

buildings were recently con-
structed and both offered

limitless possibilities for

organising the space. We went to

visit, and the magic began.
We left the freeway and drove

to the small New Hampshire town

of Newmarket through country

that was a mixture of forest and

small farms. As we approached

the domes along a short dirt

road through the pines and oak

trees, we immediately liked the

place. Naoto Inoue, who built

both buildings, met us and
showed us rourd. Our excitement

mounted as we moved from one

part of property to another, and

we both began to realize that

this was the perfect retreat
centre. With no reservations at

all, we were agreed that this

was it, this was what we wanted.

All we needed was a quarter of a

million dollars!

We spent an hour or two talking

with Naoto and Berri, his wife,
business partner and work mate,

about what we wanted to do with

the property. They are idealists,

born of the sixties, still act-
ive in the peace movement. They

had done almost all of the con-

struction work themselves and

were clearly hoping that the

energy they had invested in the

buildings would be contributing

to a project that coincided with

their ideals. Our proposed plan

fell in line with these hopes

and so they were very enthusias-

tic and eager to heip us in any

way, Bob and I left Newmarket in

an excited state, eagerly dis-

cussing ways in which we would

try to raise the required capi-

tal. Needless to say, our first

few hundred ideas ranged from

the naively optimistic to the

outrageously fantastic. We call-

ed all the very rich people that

we knew (not very many), spoke

enthusiastically to all and sun-

dry,wrote letters and tried to

find the addresses of pop stars

and writers who we thought may

be interested in helping us.
After a few days our thinking
stabilised and some clearer

plans started to develop. We

might find a pot of gold but in

the absence of that miracle we
would need to borrow money, and

we would need to pay it back.

We would have to borrow from

people who knew us and knew what

we were doing and we would need

a resident community who could

work to support the property. We

decided to 'go for it'. We had

decided what we wanted and now

we were going to make it happen.
I have never been so wholeheart-

ed1t- behind a decision in my

life. This was the conception.
We told Berri and Naoto that we

wanted to go ahead, and asked

for a month to get everything

organised. Not only did they

agree to holding off selling to

other interested people but they

also offered a generous financ-

_al agreement that put the whole

project into the realm of the

possible. It was clear that we

did not have enough men Friends

in the Boston area to form a

men's community so I explored

the possibility of a mixed

community, without success. Then,

with few expectations, I called

Subhuti at the Order Office and

told my story. He told the

Venerable Sangharakshita and the

convenors of the British chap-
ters of the Order, and within a

few days I had enthusiastic

messages of support from the

Venerable Sangharakshita, and

offers from a number of Order

Members who wanted to join the

community. It was almost beyond

belief. All the required ele-

ments were there. The Inoues had

provided the property and the

financial arrangement, the Order

Office had provided the contact

and the emotional support, and

Ratnapani, Baladitya, Dharma-

bandhu, and Richard Davey had

provided a base for the commun-

ity. We knew it was going to

happen, the pregnancy was con-

firmed. I was scared stiff. I

remember one sleepless night at

about this time. I was being

battered by waves of emotions,

of exhilaration, of fear, of

clarity, of insecurity, like a

cork in the ocean, on a rocky

shoreline, in a storm.

The next hurdle was that we

needed some ready cash for a

deposit and the costs of setting

up. I visited a half dozun banks

in Boston and in New Hampshire;

everyone I talked to was en-

couraging and enthusiastic but

the project was too risky from

their financial perspective.

Ratnapani, whose enthusiasm had

been evident from the first

mention of the project, was not

idle, and he talked to Kulamitra

in London, and within a week or

so a loan on typically generous

terms had been agreed. The terms

and agreement for the sale of

the property was signed and now

it was just a matter of time.

Ratnapani arrived in Boston in

early July, and he and I spent

weekends at the domes getting to

know Naoto and Berri and their

delightful children Bree, Kale,

Mika, and Sky. We were initiated

into the Dome-lore and explored

the thirteen acres of land, With

help from Punya and some Friends

from Boston we made a few chan-
ges on one floor, creating a

large circular shrine room,

thirty feet in diameter, and we

spent time in the vegetable gar-

den. Towards the end of the

month sale formalities were com-

pleted and we helped Berri and

Naoto move their possessions to

the house where they will be

staying until their new home is

completed.

Finally, on August 8th, just

one day before our summer
retreat was to begin, we took

possession of the domes and

Aryaloka community was born.

Ratnapani and myself were joinea

that first night by Aryadaka and

Hank Hoelzer from Seattle. The

next morning we sorted out the

kitchen, the dining and sitting

areas, put some finishing touch-

es to the shrine, and cleaned

and arranged the bedrooms for

uur guests. That afternoon

Richard Davey and Dharmabandhu

arrived from England and a

number of our regular friends

arrived from Boston to join us

in an inaugral two week retreat.

That evening a dozen Order

Members, mitras, and Friends sat

in a candle-lit shrine room (the

electric lights had not then

been fixed). The dedication

ceremony and puja celebrated and

blessed the birth of our new

seminary.
Manjuvajra

AryalokaIsBorn

The domes of Aryaloka
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A high standard was maintained

oy speakersgiving talks on
aspectsof the Noble Eightfold
Path at our Tuesday night
Friends'class.Subhuti ran a
weekendevent in which he intro-
duced some practicalexcercises
of his own devisingwhich were
designedto promote mindfulness.
rhose takingpart were impres-
sed by the effectivenessof the
excercises,in which people
worked togetherin pairs, in
a fashion similar to communi-
cation excercises.In a sub-
sequent class Dhammaratide-
vised somethingsimilarbased
on metta: consisting of a
combinationof communication
excercises,life stories,and
rejoicingin merits.
In June the VenerableSangha-

rakshitaled one of our Tuesday
Friends classes in order to
commemoratethe death of the
Indian Order member Mahadhamma-
vira by readinga specially
written poem and giving us some
of his reflectionsof the event.
Our centrewas packed to capac-
ity for the occasion,which many
people found especiallysignifi-
cant and very moving. Despite
his very busy schedulethe Ven-
erable Sangharakshitaoften
finds time to visit this centre
and we would like to express
our gratitudeto him.
During the summerpreparations

have been made for the start of
the new session in September.
The layoutof the annexe, the
venue for our yoga and massage
classes,has been altered to
provide an improvedand more
versatilefacility,while at
the Centre two of our old offi-
ces above the Cherry Orchard
restaurantare being converted
to provide a libraryand study
facilities.We have also made
some new arrangementsfor
classes,with activitiesin
London'sWest End being concen-
trated into an open class which

will run simultaneouslywith
the Wednesdaynight intróduc-
tory class here at the LBC.
People from either of these
classeswill be able to move
on to an intermediateclass,
which will also be run here on
Wednesdayevenings.

CROYDON
The Arts Centre rew has over
eight hundredmembers,with many
people coming regularlyto the
lecturesand plays. It seems
that people are often attracted
as much to the Arts Centre it-
self, with its friendlyatmos-
phere, its enthusiasmfor the
arts, and the simple but beauti-
ful decoration,as to the events,
which they know will be of a
high standard.
Nearly all the lecturesand
plays in the Festivalwere given
to capacity audiences,and large
numbers had to be turned away
on some occasions.The Arts
Centre has been highly praised
by many of its Friends and
visiting speakers (manyof whom,

it seems, are used to much
smaller and less youthfuland
enthusiasticaudiences).

The BuddhistCentre has also
had a very successfulsummer
session,with consistentlyhigh
attendancesat beginners'
classes,intermediateclasses,
and public talks. Attendanceat
the six-weekMeditationand
Buddhism course was particularly
encouraging,with a record num-
ber of people coming,many of
whom are now keen to deepen
their involvmentwith the Dharma.
The high attendanceat Buddhist
and Arts Centre events has re-
sulted in severalmitre requests,
people joiningthe communities
and several Friends staying for
a period at our countryhouse in
Sussex. The house is presently
undergoinga full scale redecor-
ating and refittingby our
buildingteam and should be
ready for use as a retreat
centre by next spring..Already,
though, it is in use providing
an ideal facilityfor people
from the BuddhistCentre who
wish to experiencefor them-
selves a Buddhistcommunityand
Right Livelihoodco-operative.
Turning to the autumn session,
another full programmeof events
has been arrangedfor both the
BuddhistCentre and the Arts
Centre. The Arts Centre season
is entitled 'Theatreon Film',
and consistsof films, lectures,
and plays centredon the theme
of the theatre.The film season
includesfilms of plays by
Shakespeare,Chekhov, Ibsen, and
Pinter,as well as films about
actors and the theatre such as
'The Story of the Last Chrysan-
themums',which is about a
JapaneseKabuki actor and the
world of the Kabuki Theatre.
Lecturesin the season include
'GreekTragedy:New Plays From
Old Myths' given by David Robin-
son, senior lecturerin Greek at
EdinburghUniversity,who gave a
very full and informativelec-
ture in the Festivalof Friend-
ship on 'Friendshipin Greek
Thought'.The Greek Tragedians
felt free to adapt and remodel
the folk-taleplots that they
had inherited,and in his autumn
lectureDavid Robinsonwill be
examiningthe elementsof in-
vention,reshapingand redis-
tributionof emphases in what
are often mistakenlythought to.
be canonicalversionsof immut-
able themes.
The season also includesa
series of short plays by Samuel
Beckett,and a premiereperform-
ance of StephenMacDonald'snew
play Survivors- Summer 1918.
StephenMacDonald is a good
friend of the Arts Centre. His
new play takes place in the last

summer of the Great War. In it

is seen a wounded soldierhome
from France,meeting with the
literarylife of London, and
trying to reconcilehis own
survivalin a world where all
of his colleaguesand friends
have been killed on the Western
Front.There will also be a two-
day workshopon King Lear, led
by Jayamati.
The BuddhistCentre autumn sea-
son, apart from day retreats,
meditationclasses,and courses,
includesthree one-day seminars

introducingvarious aspects of
Buddhistpractice,and two
series of public talks. The
first series is on 'Buddhismin
the Arts' and includesa lecture
by Jayamatientitled 'Towardsa
BuddhistTheatre'and 'TheCon-
cept of a BuddhistCinema',in
which Graham Colemanwill be
discussingand showing the film
'Radiatingthe Fruit of Truth',
one of the films in his trilogy
on Tibetan Buddhism.The second
series of talks is on the life
of the Buddha.
Public talks are now a major
part of the Croydon Buddhist
Centre programme,as it is as
much through these as through
meditationclasses that people
make their first contactwith
the Centre.
Finally,each member of the
Croydon Centre'sRight Liveli-
hood businessesis now donating
five pounds a week to the Vener-
able Sangharakshita's60th
birthdayappeal fund, which will
provide him with between seven
and eight thousandpounds a year
towards the cost of running the
0:der Office.

PADMALOKA

Yashodeva's Avalokiteshvara
The work done for the Conven-

tion, althoughit was hard and
at times daunting,has been of
great and lasting benefit to
Padmaloka.We now have a new
lounge/dormitoryfacilitywhere
there was once only a cart shed,
we have a new large shrine-room
where now hangs Yashodeva's
beautifulthangka of the thous-
and-armedAvalokitesvarawhere
once only hung the nests of
swallows,and we now have a
dining facilitywhich can com-
fortablyseat up to 120 people.
On the Summer Retreat immed-

iately before the Convention,
we had the opportunityto put
these facilitiesinto operation
for the first time. The Summer
Retreatproved our largestopen
event so far with an averageof
some fifty people attending.The
retreatwas led by Vessantara
and supportedby a strong Order
team. The theme this year was
the Five SpiritualFaculties.As
well as five talks on the facul-
ties given by members of the
Order team, there was the oppor-
tunity to explore them more
deeply in a questionand answer
session and discussiongroups.
As autumn approaches,it is a

time of change for the Padmaloka
community.Several of our members

have left, and some are leaving
in the near future;one to help
run a new retreatcentre in the
United States,and three of our
mitras will be attendingthis
year's Ordinationcourse in
Tuscany.Their places have al-
ready been filledby people
comparativelynew to the move-
ment,

WESTLONDON
During September the new Wesk
London Buddhist Centre has
started its various activities
at 7 ColvilleHouses,W11, a
few minuteswalk fram the world
famousPortobelloRoad.
Over the past three years mom-
entum was built up at our Baker
Streetpremises.However,this
was always to some degree a
financialstrain:Baker Street
is in an expensivepart of
Londonwhich tends to be com-
mercial ratherthan resident-
ial, and it is fairly isolated
from our businessesand comm-
unities.

The Baker Street Buddhist
Centre had no systematicfinan-
cial planningto carry it into
the future - this seemed to be
its largestdifficulty.To
start thingson a more stable
financialbasis the Centre is
launchingan appeal to raise
E10,000within its first year.
This will go towardsthe in-
stallationof centralheating
and office equipment.It will
also help to subsidiseweekly
expenditure.

Until now, the Centre team
have been working on a volunt-
ary basis; from Septemberthe
Centre aims to support two
full-timeworkers,and three
full-timeworkersnext year.

Friends Foods, our wholefood
shop in Notting Hill Gate, is
approachingthe end of its five
year lease.Althoughthe busi-
ness is healthy and profitable,
it is not yet clear whether the
lease will be renewed.
Friends Gardeninghas a lot

of work but its workforcehas
been reducedwith two of their
men leaving for the three-month
ordinationretreat in Tuscany,
and two others recentlyleft.
So this business is looking for
sore workers.

VAJRALOKA
In 1986 we ,u.11 e offrl.:19

wider programmeof retreats
than has previouslybeen the
case. Our general approachhas
been to provide an on-going
meditationretreat,which any-
one with some experienceof the
basic practicescould come and
join at most times of the year.
There have also been some more
specialisedretreatssuch as
Sadhana retreatsfor Order mem-
bers. Next year we are planning
to provide,additionally,some
'meditationworkshop'retreats
to look more thoroughlyat the
basics of meditationpractice,
a period of 'general'retreat,
with a greateremphasisthan
usual on applyingpracticeeffort
in the area of work, retreats
emphasisingthe developmentof
mindfulness,sesshinsat festi-
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val times, and other special

retreats for Order members and

mitras.

Question and answer sessions,

centred on the problems and

joys of meditation practice,

have been a valuable part of our

regular programme this year.

This provides stimulation of the

vital aspect of investigating

what happens in one's meditation

practice - without which you can

get into a one-sidedly subject-

ive experience...or lack of it:

We have been keeping records of

these sessions which are build-

ing up a picture of what areas

may need most attention for

most people. We have also been

advising people on sitting pos-

ture.

Kamalasila has been going out

to other centres giving talks on

aspects of meditation practice.

The community has been out as a

team to hold meditation days at

the London and Glasgow centres,

and hopes to do more of these.

At the beginning of July Kama-

lasila was given the Anagarika

ordination by the Venerable

Sangharakshita, here at Vajra-

loka. The significance of this

is the taking of the Brahmacarya

precept full-time. Everyone at

Vajraloka takes this precept, to

practise chastity, as part of the

retreat. Chastity and meditation

go together, and are mutually

supportive practices. Kamala-

sila's taking of the Brahmacarya

precept provides a clear example,

strengthening the appreciation

of these twin ideals at Vajra-

loka.

Next year there will be no

women's retreats here. This

will make quite a difference to

the flow of our year's prog-

ramme. By then the women's re-
treat centre should be open.
Our best wishes for the success-

ful future of the WRC and our

sincere thanks to the women who

have supported the retreats
here so enthusiastically and

appreciatively during the last

five years.

LEEDS
Progress has been rapid in the

Leeds Centre since its opening

earlier this year. Redecoration

of the public areas is now well
on the way to completion, and a

pleasant and relaxed atmosphere

is developing. The community has

now grown to foui with the

arrival of a Friend from Man-

chester.

Padmasamhhava Day was cele-

brated with meditation, a tape

lecture, and a puja, at which
several regulars and beginners

were present. Mid-July was a

busy period which included a

visit by the Venerable Sangha-

rakshita who stayed overnight

on his way back to Padmaloka

from Wales. The following day

saw a very successful benefit

dinner at the Centre, at which

nineteen people were present. In

addition to raising a useful sum

of money, the dinner was an

enjoyable way of bringing people

together, and was felt to be
something of a milestone in the

history of the Centre. It was
attended by a number of people

from Manchester, with which

Lentre we have strong links.

The session ended with a succ-

essful weekend retreat in a

secluded cottage in the York-

shire Dales.

We are now looking forward to

what will be a very busy autumn

schedule which includes a series

of talks by Devamitra. Meanwhile

new members are still needed for

the Leeds community, and we wel-

come visitors to stay for any

length of time.

STOCKHOLM
FWBO Stockholm has entered a

new phase following our efforts

last winter to attract new peo-

ple. We now have a solid core

of regular Friends meeting sev-

eral times a week. In the spring

most activities centred around

these new Friends, with study
groups, pujas, and several week-

end retreats. In June we held

the annual summer retreat at

Stenfors. This was the ninth

summer retreat, and this year

the retreat had a definite

Swedish flavour since all but

one participant was Swedish

speaking. However, for the

sake of the Dutch Friend who

attended Dhirananda led the re-
treat in English. Next year we

are planning to hold a large

summer retreat with Swedish as

the official language. This

year's retreat was held a

little earlier than usual with

Midsummers Day (a national

holiday in Sweden) almost

exactly in the middle. We cele-

brated by erecting a traditional

May-pole, and Sona gave a talk

in which he emphasised the im-

portance of staying in touch

with nature whilst trying to

follow the spiritual life.
In August six women from Stock-

holm attended the women's retreat

at Kirklington. None of them had

been on retreat in England before

and it was the first time it had

been possible for us to attend a

women's retreat. Living in Swed-

en one cannot easily appreciate

the full significance of the

FWBO. On this retreat not only

was it possible to enjoy the

contact with so many other women

who are interested in Buddhism;

it was also possible to gain a
clearer understanding of what
!he Movement is attempting to

achieve. For us coming from a
new and small centre like Stock-

holm, it was a wonderful experi-

ence to be with so many people.
Meditating and performing puja

with over fifty women is some-

thing we will all remember for

a long time.

Buddha Day and Dhamma Day were
celebrated in a31 our centres.

Buddha Day is celebrated on a
very large scale by Buddhists

here so we receive lots of in-

vitations to give lectures in

different localities and venues.

Chamma Day is not so widely
celebrated, and because the mon-

soon has usually started by then

we have a different kind of pro-

gramme. In Bombay, Ulhasnagar,

and Aurangabad we celebrated

with day retreats and talks in

the evening. At Ulhasnagar Loka-

mitra opened our new vihara (a

room attached to the hostel)

and named it "Dhammachakra

Vihara".

Our hostel at Lohagaon now

has forty-two students who are

enjoying the facilities pro-

vided by the new building.

Indeed it has attracted praise

from many quarters in Pune,

especially the social welfare

department who regard it a

model hostel. In Ulhasnagar we

were not able to purchase the

adjoining block, the owner

changing his mind at the last

minute. This means that we have

much less accommodation than

we had hoped for. We have there-

fore started with only ten stu-

dents this year. During the

year we will build another

floor to the building which

should raise the capacity to

twenty-five or so. We are also

looking for more land nearby.

In Aurangabad we have now

purchased two acres of land

not far from Milind College.

This is very good agricultural

land with a well which provides

water all year round. We will

be building a hostel to accom-

modate sixty boys, at least

half of whom we hope to be able

to take at the start of the

next school year in June 1986.

It already has a small building

which houses six very poor Budd-

hist students involved with our

activities there so in a way we

already have a hostel going. It

alb=c accommodates a shrine for

our Dhamma classes there.

At Dapodi in Pune, our medi-

cal centre building has been

delayed but we are now in the
process of moving into the
ground floor and beginning to

use it as a centre for our Dap-

odi medical and social activit-

ies.

Vimalakirti
At Sadhamma Pradip (the medi-

cal centre at Bhaja) we held a

four-week mitra retreat in May.

Like all of our four-week mitra

retreats up to now, it was div-
ided into three parts, the first

and last parts devoted to study

and the middle part to meditation

and silence. We studied The Ten 

Pillars of Buddhism which all

without exception felt was the

most practical study they had

done. We are translating it into

Marathi. The Venerahle Sangha-
rakshita's exposition of 'love

modes' and 'power modes' were

especially appreciated.

We have also held a general
retreat as well as a week's

speakers' retreat recently. The


latter was led by Vimalakirti,

a very effective and skilful,

speaker. We have many demands

for lectures so the training of

speakers is very important.

Vimalakirti is concentrating

more on Dhamma work, now spend-

ing three days a week out of

Pune (at present in Aurangabad)

helping to make up for the

absence of Vajraketu and Jyoti-

pala (whose base is now Sravas-

ti in north India).

One event towers above all

others in the last three months

and that is the death of Anagar-

ika Mahadhammavira ("great hero

of the Dhamma") who was in his

mid-seventies. He became a

sramanera over ten years ago,

and became a member of the

Trailokya Bauddha Mahasangha

(Western Buddhist Order) in

January 1982. In the last couple

of years he spent most of his

)me in Aurangabad supporting
Jyotipala. Much could be said

about him and will be. We will

always remember him for his

ceaseless positivity and energy,

and for gratitude at finding

the Order, which was so over-

whelming that it was the one

thing that put him at a loss

for words to express.

AHMEDABAD
In our last report I mentioned,

almost as an afterthought, that

Ahmedabad has been witnessing

some terrible riots. Unfortun-

ately these persist and have

come to dominate many aspects

of city life including, I'm

sorry to say, our Dhamma activ-

ities. This is because a curfew

has often been imposed, and even

when it has not, people are re-

luctant to move about much,
especially at night, due to the
many stabbing incidents. This

has meant that our classes and

other activities have virtually

stopped.
Besides our weekly classes,

these include the cancellation

of a five day retreat scheduled

for the end of May, and the

publication of a new Gujerati

booklet Buddha, Man or God? 


It has not been all gloom

and despair however. Recently

me have been given the use of a
basement room in Dani Limda, an
area inhabited by a large Sched-

aled Caste population, besides

nany of our Buddhist friends.

Already we have started a child-

ren's class there, which being

on Sunday mornings and in a non-

curfew area, is proving very

popular.

Another bright spot in recent
weeks was our Dhammachakra Day

celebration. Despite the riots

and curfew, about eighty people

attended a very enjoyable and
lively programme.

AIDFORINDIA
Mahamati and I had lunch to-

gether one day in April. We sat

talking about Aid For India in

general and the special appeal

that was going to be launched in

the summer to raise E180 000 for

Dhardo Rimpoche's school for

Tibetan refugees in Kalimpong.
I don't remember very much

about the conversation other

1 I i
MAHARASHTRA
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than that the teachersat the
school earned E7 a month. All
the tine in the back of my mind
was the thought that doing an
Aid For India appealwas like
climbinga huge mountain,a
veritabletrial by endurance
which so far I had happily man-
aged to avoid.And yet here I
was trying to convinceMahamati
that he should let me join the
fundraisingteam. For a couple
of months the idea had been
graduallygrowing inside me that
I had to take somethingon which
would put my commitmentto the
Three Jewels to the test in an
objectiveway. I sensed that my
commitmentwas strongerthan I
was preparedto admit to myself,
frightenedperhaps of the impli-
cations.Maybe I needed to start
climbingmountains.
As I rode away from the Aid For
India officeweaving my way
throughthe busy London traffic
on my bike I knew I was going
to do the Appeal.Mahamatiand I
washed up togetherthat evening
in Sukhavatiand he told me that
he had decided I could join the
team if I wanted to. A bit scar-
ed, I went away for a few days
to think about it, but my heart
had alreadymade the decision.
During this time one particular
image stayedwith me. It was a
story that Satyapalahad told me
illustratingDhardo Rimpoche's
remarkablegenerosity.After
they had met,Satyapalawalked
back to his hotel in Kalimpong
to discoverone of Dhardo Rim-
poche'spupils had run ahead
and was about to pay his bill.
I kept thinkingof the photo-
graphsof Dhardo Rimpochethat I
had seeh. A face that radiated
kindnessand generosity,a life
dedicatedto helping others. How
could I not give two months of
my time to help him?
The school in Kalimpongwas
foundedby Dhardo Rimpochein
1954 for the newly arriving
Tibetan refugeesleavingtheir
own country as a result of the
Chinese invasion.Over the years
the FWBO has become the sole
means of financialsupport for
the school, raising one or two
thousandpounds each year, just
enough to stop the school from
closing.The aim of the Appeal
was to set the school on a firm
financialbase for the years
ahead. As Mahamati had pointed
out, what better time to do this
than in the year of the 60th
birthdayappeal for the Venerab-
le Sangharakshita,since Dhardo
Rimpochehad been one of his

principalteachers.This year we
had the chance to make them both
fully effectivein their work.
During the trainingretreat in
Sussex the week before the
Appeal started,John Bloss told
Kevala and myself (we were both
new to fundraising)that there
were lots of people out there in
the world who were waiting for
the opportunityto be asked to
give. Quite simply I didn't be-
lieve him.
I am writing this article two

weeks after the Appeal has ended,
just back from Vajraloka.We
made our target of £180 000.
Each of us in the team raised
more than £25 000 for the school.
Buddhismteaches Listhat one
of the greatestgifts that can
be bestowedis the opportunity
to give. There were many times
during the Appeal when someone
had just pledged to become a
supporterof the school,perhaps
to the tune of hundredsof
pounds. I would be trying to
thank them, but they would not
give me the chance in their
desire to thank me. There we
were, moments before complete
strangers,standing gmilingat
each other, thankingeach other,
feeling perhaps that the world
was not such a bad place after
all.
Aid For India appealswork be-
cause they are built on such a
solid practice - the practice of
generosity.That the more you
give the more you receive,time
and again was proven to be more
than an over-workedcliche. If
one could approacheach door as
if it were the first, fearless
but friendly,wanting people to
give but not making them feel
uuilty if they didn't, then
Dindraisingwas not just a long
climb but also a view from the
heights.At the end of suchen ev-
eningI could wind my way back to

the communitywith a deep feel-
ing of satisfaction.What ever
else, this day of my spiritual
life had not been wasted. It was
only possibleto work at this
level,being positivebut having
no expectations,if the daily
metta bhavanapractice that the
six of us did togethereach
morning of the Appeal was not
just an abstraction.I was
learningto put my spiritual
practice into action.
I thought a lot about the 250
childrenat Dhardo Rimpoche's
school during those two months
walking the streetsof London
trying to find supportersfor
the Appeal. I have to admit

there were some nights when I
just wanted to turn my back and
run, be anywherebut these
streets.Too many people had
said no, and I was taking it as
a personalrejection.But then I
might look at the picture of the
Tibetan childrenon the front of
the Appeal booklet,and remember
that for those 250 childrenI
was one sixth of their life-line
for a better future. (That's
about 42 childreneach - some
family!)Or there was a black-
board in the Appeal community
kitchengiving the individual
and team scores for the Appeal
to date. Objectivefeclbackpar
excellence.And always there
were picturesof a kindly
Tibetan who had been so import-
ant to the VenerableSangha-
rakshitaand who was becoming
increasinglyclose to me. So
plucking up my courage I would
knock another door anyway just
to see what would happen and, as
once happened,it is opened by
someonewho, after I said hello,
immediatelysaid "It's funny you
should call, I dreamed about
Lokamitrain India last night.
Come in and tell me how I can
help."
Just think how many people we
meet each year during these
appeals.It's not easy work by
any means. I did have a door
slammed in my face one night,
but I felt so at home in another
house that whilst the lady whom
had persuadedto become a sup-

porter answeredthe phone, I
finishedthe washing-upfor her.
Anotherman finallyagreed to
sign a covenantafter I had
spokento him a number of times,
admittingthat it was persist-
ence that had finallymade him
decide to support the school.
Every new door knocked during an
Aid For India appeal is a chance
to have a significantmeeting
with someone if we want it to be.
Now I have decided to go back
to America to help Manjuvajra
createa retreat centre within
sight of the Green Hills of New
Hampshire,but if I was not
doing this I would have no hesi-
tation in continuingto work
with Aid For India to help the
charitygrow, for I really feel
this is just the beginning,our
arms must reach in all direc-
tions. Dhardo Rimpochehas said
that if you have a choice be-
tween working on yourself,medi-
tating in an isolatedplace such
as a cave, or working for others
by staying in the cities,then
the safestpath is to work for
other people. Then you can be
sure. David Keefe

TAIWANVISIT
The Young BuddhistAssociation
of Malaysia (YBAM),who organ-
ised my visit to Malaysia last
year, are very keen to help our
work in India, and saw that this
conferencewould be a good situ-
ation in which to communicate
what we are doing. The YBAM have
a lot of respect for the work of
the FWBO/TBMSGand would like to
see us more involvedin this
conference.Consequentlythey
invitedme to attend and read a
paper.
The conferencetook place in Fo

Kuang Shan monasteryin south
Taiwan.This is a huge complex
of temples,bhikshuand bhikshu-
ni residences,conferencehalls,
a high school,orphanage,and
culturalmuseum, createdover
the last eighteenyears under
the guidanceof the Venerable
Hsing Yun, who has foundedmany
other templesand related insti-
tutions throughoutTaiwan and
elsewhere.He and his disciples
hosted us magnificantly.We were
treated to the most delicious
Chinese vegetarianfood, beauti-
fully presentedculturalshows,
sightseeingtrips, and so on.
Everythingseemed perfectly
organised.I have never anywhere
experiencedsuch hospitality.
Althoughthe conferencelasted
for almost a week, there was
only one and a half days of
seminarwhich was rather disap-
pointing,since there seemed no
time to discussthe most vital
matters.A number of resolutions
were drawn up and agreed to. One
did get the feelingthat where
there are strong regionalcen-
tres these will be implemented.
The Youth section of the World
Fellowshipof Buddhistscertain-
ly has some very active members,
which gives same potentialto
the organisation.Althoughthese
resolutions,if implemented,may
go same way towardsmaking the
Buddhistgroup, as such, strong-
er and more positive,I am not
sure that they had any real
spiritualsignificance.It
seemeda pity that there was not
some joint spiritualpractice,
such as puja and meditation,but
perhaps that is expectingtoo
much from such a meeting.
It was however an extremely
friendlyoccasion.It was very
easy to meet and get to know
others, and this seemed to me
the most importantaspect of the
conference.I found it person-
ally very enrichingto meet
Buddhistsfrom other parts of
the world, especiallythe East,
each working in their own way

to help the developmentof the
Dharma.
People were extremely interest-
ed in the work of TBMSG, espec-
ially the VenerableHsing Yun.
I showed slides of his temple in
Taipei and also to a graduate
society.I am hoping next year
to visit some of the Far Eastern
countriesto raise funds for our
Dharmawork here and I think
this visit prepared the ground
for that very well.
During the conferenceTBMSG
Pune was acceptedas a regional
centre of the World Fellowship
of BuddhistYouth. This will
;,elpus to develop these con-
tacts and enable the developing
IndianBuddhistMovementto
communicatesomethingof its
increasingdynamismto Buddhists
throughoutthe world.

Lokamitra

AUCKLAND
We are now well over half way to
the target of $25,000 that we
need in order to secure a mort-
gage for a new centre. This
money has been raisedwithin
the Movementalone, throughthe
skills and inspirationof the
'New Centre Appeal' team. Vidya-

_
Dhardo Rimpoche with some of his pupils
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vati is preparinga prospectus
to contact people outside the
Movement to help us raise more,
so we hope to secure a property
by mid 1986.
Our Buddha Day and Dharma Da

celebrationswere beautifuldes
pite our rather ad hoc situation
in our rented city centre build-
ing. Dharma and drama prevailed
during both festivals.For
Dharma Day we had a special
dramaticrain-cloudshrine,and
on both days we had funny but
profoundtheatricalskits.
On the educationfront, we've

recentlyheld a meditationwork-
shop at AucklandUniversity,
under the auspicesof the Con-
tinuingEducationDepartment.
Fifty-fivepeople enrolledand
came away inspired,as did the
teachingteam of sixteenOrder
members and mitras led by Priya-
nanda and Sue Storeywho pre-
sented the Dharma in a sincere
and convincingway.
We have just had a one month

follow-upsession , and it is
inspiringto find so many people
have instituteda regularmedi-
tation practicewhich is already
-thangingtheir lives.Priyananda

WoodNorton
The Women's Order Convention
held in July at Wood Norton in
Norfolk,made history on several
counts.Firstly,althoughthere
have been many women's Order re-
treats, this was the first of-
ficialWomen's Convention.It
was, therefore,the largest
gatheringof women Order Members
to date, with Dharmacarinis
comingnot only from centres in
the United Kingdom,but also
from Finland,Holland,Malaysia,
and Australia.Unfortunatelythe
five New Zealand Dharmacarinis
could not be present. We were
also extremelyfortunateto have
the VenerableSangharakshita
stayingwith us for the ten
days, holding a question and
answer session each evening.
Also, the ordinationsof Samata
and Sobhanawere the first

finishedwith a talk on the Five
SpiritualFaculties.
Six Order members and mitras

have been giving school talks;
some to 60 - BO childrenat a
time. Some of the studentshave
asked us to teach them meditat-
ion in school.We had a special
'FriendsDay' in June to launch
the VenerableSangharakshita's
birthdayappeal.
The Order in Wellingtonis

growing fast. Gunapala,Sila-
ratna, and Khemapalahave arriv-
ed, and Gunapala is organising
our 'neverdone before' Spring
Rites Retreat.
The MeditationNetwork for

World Peace is thriving,as is
distributionof HundredthMon-
key books, and more recently
Rupert Sheldrake'sliterature

Many people here are just dis-
coveringthese conceptsand
great excitementabounds.We
had a specialmitra day to
view and discuss issues raised
in Buddhism,World Peace and 
NuclearWar. We have also seen
rwo video interviewswith the
VenerableSangharakshita,and
value enormous this visual
contactwith him.

women's ordinationsto be held
in an Order gathering.
The main featureof the Conven-
tion was the morning study
sessionson 'The Human Situ-
ation' and 'The Goal' chapters
from The Three Jewels, and the
presentationof questions on
this material to the Venerable
Sangharakshitaeach evening.
Questionsand discussionranged
over such topics as the preci-
ousness and unity of life, on
the six realms and the import-
ance of the centralityof the
human realm, on the five
skandhasas a teachingwhich
enables us to experienceour-
selves as a dynamicprocess of
ever-changingevents, as well as
on the many descriptionsof the
goal in Buddhism.
On more than one occasion,
during these discussions,the
VenerableSangharakshitamade
the point that it was important
not to take any of the teachings

SYDNEY
It is 9.30 a.m on a chilly win-

ter's morning in Sydney.Your
breath frostson the air as you
take a short stroll from Central
Station (Sydney'smain railway
station)to an anonymousdoor
into a three-floorbuildingin
George Street (thequieter end
of one of the main roads in the
centre of Sydney).You mount two
flightsof stairs,and so does
your curiosity ... "What'sat
the top?" ... You walk down an
arched corridor ... "What'sat
the end?"
The poetry of the sunlightfil-
tering throughthe dust; you
tread lightly,with wonder, over
a floor which is hidden under a
foot of rubble, gaze upwards at
the skeletalbeams. Two more
rooms follow in a similar con-
dition .., and to think that all
this was achievedin a few days
by four dedicateddemolishers:
This was the new Sydney FWBO
Centre, seen once the dust had
settled.Since then, work has
progressedrapidly thanks to the
buildingexperienceof Gunapala

too literally.He said we should
try to approachthe Dharma poet-
ically rather than literallyor
pseudo-scientifically.We should
be careful not to get too caught
up in the letter, but to look
deeply into the meaning of the
teachings.We should continually
ask ourselveswhat it was the
Buddha was actuallytrying to
communicatein terms of human
life, experience,and develop-
ment. He also said that he
thought that the languageof
poetry was much more able to
express the nature of reality
than the languageof prose, and
that perhaps we should try to
see the Buddha as a poet and
visionary.
Two eveningswere set aside for
more generalquestionson other
aspectsof the Dharma - on medi-
tation and on the Movement.Most
of the questionsfell into the
latter section and concerned
women and spiritualdevelopment.
These questionsthemselves
ranged from specificquestions
concerningwomen working in co-
ops or centres and living in
communities,to much broader
issues such as why women, in
general,move more slowly to-
dards ordinationthan men.
Many possible reasons for this
were explored,includingbio-
logical factors,early negative
conditioning- whether religious
social,or from the family - and
some possiblereasons why women
often seem to lack self-confid-
ence and true independencewere
discussed.No definiteconclus-
ions were reached,but the air,
ing of such topics in a creative
way was stimulatingand valuable
We also enjoyed listeningto
the VenerableSangharakshita
talk about his own life and ex-
perienceof Dharma study. He
told us that he always felt in
a state of absorptionakin to
meditationwheneverhe read or
studied the Dharma, and felt
that he had 'come home' or was
'on home ground' as he experien-
ced a deep feelingof affinity
with and understandingof the

and Vipula, the engineeringex-
dertiseof Dipankaraand the
timely inventionof a cunning
counterweightpulley device,
courtesyof Dharmamati,and also
of course thanks to the willing
and able help of everyoneelse.
In the midst of this excitement

we are maintainingthe regulars'
study/pujaeveningsand men's
and women's study eveningsto
keep some continuityand keep in
regular communicationwith each
other, after the closureof
RocklandsRoad and until the
work on the new Centre is com-
plete.
This year there will also be
two new events for Sydney: the
first wamen's retreat,in.July,
and the first ten day retreat
at the end of the year. 1985 is
proving to be an energeticyear
in Sydney, as we had hoped, and
we are quite excited about the
directionin which the Movement
is going here. There will now be
room for the expansionthat
could not occur at Rocklands
Road, and we will ix able to
meet the needs of more people
with a fullerprogramme,

eachings.
The VenerableSangharakshita
also saw each of us individually
and we felt deeply appreciative
of the time he spent with us.
As some Dharmacarinishad come
from centres abroad where they
are the only woman Order Member,
and as even those of us in
Britain spend more time teaching
and leadingretreatsthan being
together,we all enjoyed medi-
tating and studyingtogether,
renewingold friendshipsand
simply enjoyingeach other's
company.
we left after ten days stimu-
lated to study more seriously
and extensivelyso that we could
generatedeeper questions,more
in communicationwith one
another,more deeply devoted to
oar teacher,and more confident
in our abilitiesto go forward.

Padmaloka
Anyone arrivingat Padmaloka
after a long absencewas immedi-
ately aware that changeshad
been taking place. The garden
had been landscaped,and al-
though the same bronze Buddha
sat at peace amongstthe green-
ery and flowers,he had been
elevatedonto a rockerybuilt
from orange and white flints,
and before him water bubbled up
into a stone dish before running
and splashingdown a series of
steps into a new lily pond, in
which goldfishdarted and
flashed.Dashes of colour in
the kitchengarden led one to
discovera collectionof bright-
ly painted caravans,whilst what
had previouslybeen the main
shrine room was now laid out
with white topped trestletables
and rows of chairs. Across the
courtyardagain came the splash
of runningwater, but this time
from the newly completedshower
block. To the back of the build-
ing were neatly laid gravel
paths, beds of grass and shrubs,
and an airy dormitorywhere pre-
viously all manner of cartwheels

Conventions

Questions and answers on the Women's Convention
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and planks had collectedin an
open shed. In the large barn a
number of men were busily com-
pleting their preparations.The
roof had been patched,and in-
side the walls of old red Nor-
folk brick had been cleaned down,
the floor levelled,and a blue
carpet laid over the entire ex-
panse. Above the oak beams,
which still revealedthe con-
tours of the trees from which
they had once been hewn, muslin
sheets made a false ceiling,
hiding the iron girders of the
corrugatedroof, and catching
the droppingsof the birds that
could be heard flying to and fro
from their nests.
In niches and windows around
the walls were small shrines
containingrupas of Buddhas and
Bodhisattvas,whilst at the end
of the refurbishedbarn stood a
shrine, coveredwith bright
cloths and set out with candles,
bowls, flowers,and incense.
Hanging behind the shrine,and
filling the end of the barn, was
a huge paintingof the eleven-
headed and thousand-armed
Avalokitesvara,floatingabove
flashing jewels in the middle of
a radiant blue sky, and standing
on a lotus, his skin pure white
bedeckedwith jewels and rich
silks.
Avalokitesvarain this form
looks out in all the directions
of space, and reaches out in
compassionto all beings, repre-
senting those qualitieswe would
wish to see the Western Buddhist
Order embody. The painting, some
sixteen feet high by eight feet
wide, was framed in bright bands
of cloth in the manner of a
Tibetan tangkha.The fruit of
fifteenweek's work by Yashodeva
this paintingwas to overlook,
and provide the focus for, the
activitiestaking place in the
shrine room over the next twelve
days. The Conventionof the
Western BuddhistOrder was about
to start.
Months of planningby the Pad-
maloka communityand Order
Office were coming to their
culmination.In fact the 1985
Conventionhad already begun ten
days earlier when some thirty
women Order Members had gone on
retreatwith the Venerable
Sangharakshitain a large
country house in north Norfolk.
Now, however, for two very full
days of activities,the whole
Order, men and women,was to come
together at Padmaloka,this to
be followedby a furtherten day
Conventionfor the men's wing of
the Order. Order Members had
travelled from all over the
world to join the Convention.
They came from New Zealand,
Australia,Malaysia,Finland,
Sweden, Germany,and Holland.
No-one was able to come from the
USA but four of the men on the
Conventionwere shortly to de-
part to help with the establish-
ment of the new retreat centre
near Boston. Sadly, none of the
growing number of Indian Order
Members were able to attend
either, but Ashvajit,an English
Order Member presentlystudying
and working in India,was able
to be with us. Although the maj-
ority of Order Members still
came from the British /sles, the

internationaldharacterof the
Order becomes increasingly
apparent.
The evening of Tuesday 23rd
July saw more and more Order
Members arrivingto fill the
dormitories,and a small encamp-
ment of tents had sprung up
amongst the trees and bushes.
After meditationand breakfast
the followingmorning thirty
women Order Members arrived to
join the hundred men already
assembled,and the mixed con-
vention was under way.
After the formaldedicationof
the shrine room, there was a
puja, followedby a session of
the Order metta bhavana.Here
the VenerableSangharakshitaled
us, name by name, through a list
of Order Members,while we
sought to radiate feelingsof
goodwilland friendshipto them
all, whether gatheredtogether
in the shrine room at Padmaloka
or spread throughoutthe world.
Each day was packed full. First
there were six talks which
includedaccountsof the Order
in New Zealand and Finland, the
implicationsof setting up a
retreat centre for women in the
Movement,and an amusing and
occasionallymoving account of
the early days of the FWBO by
Ananda. On the second day came

two full length talks. One was
by Subhuti.While answering
criticismslevelledat the FWBO
in reviewsof his book Buddhism 
For Today, he sought to bring
out the present unique contribu-
tion the FWBO is making towards
the evolutionof an authentic
Western Buddhism,and at the
same time to deal with a number
of confusedviews which Order
Members often meet with.
He dealt, for example,with the
point of view which sees the
FWBO's emphasison the value of
individualityas being in direct
contradictionto the teachingof
anattA. He pointed out that 'no-
self' means giving up all fixed
attitudesand habitualpropensi-
ties in order to develop an open
creativeindividuality.The sec-
ond of the talks, by Nagabodhi,
dealt with his recent experience
of the FWBO, or Trailokya
Bauddha MahasanghaSahayakaGana
as it is known in India, and in

particularwith the significance
of Dr Ambedkar,who led the mass
conversionof ex-Untouchablesto
Buddhism in the 1950's.Naga-
bodhi exploredthe implications
of Dr Ambedkar's 'DhammaRevol-
ution' not only for Buddhistsin
India, or for India herself,but
also for us in the West, indi-
cating the potency of the Dharma
as a catalystof social change
and peaceful transformation.
On both days there was also a
questionand answer session, in
which the VenerableSangha-
rakshitaansweredquestionson
topics ranging from the chanting
of mantras to money,and from
attitudestowardsmedicine to
symbols and symbolism.Each
evening Sangharakshitaalso
entertainedthe gatheringwith
readingsfrom 'workin prugress'
He read from his memoirs de-
scribinghis time in Kalimpong
around 1950. We entered into the
world of the young novice monk
of twenty-five,followedhim
through his higher ordinationas
a bhikku, and were introducedto
some of the colourfuland eccen-
tric charactersthat peopled the
Indian hill town at that time,
all this interspersedwith pithy
oammentson the nature of Buddh-
ism and the Buddhistway of life.

The Men's Conventionfollowed

the combinedConvention.The
programmewas now changed so
that after meditationand break-
fast came a morning of study.
Differentgroups delved into
texts of the Hinayana,Mahayana,
and Vajrayanatraditions,whilst
one group took up William
Blake's Marriage of Heaven and 
Hell and sought to plumb its
depths from a Buddhistperspect-
ive. In the afternoonsthere
was time for jogging,karate,
Yoga, T'ai Chi, and walks. At
times the lanes of Surlingham
seemed to be filledwith walking
and talkingpairs: In the even-
ings there was a series of talks
on subjectsranging from Ancient
Greece to Buddhismin Ancient
China, and from Jung's arche-
types to Shakespeare.One of the
most outstandingwas given by
Kamalasila,chairmanof Vajra-
loka. Wearing his new anaga-
garika's robes he spoke on 'The
Brahma Life' with lightness,

warmth and sincerity,describing
the place and value of celibacy
in the spirituallife. Kamala-
sila drew very much from his
own experience,and presenteda
view that was balanced,rounded
and reasonable,and yet which
did not allow itselfto be com-
promised by concessionsto con-
temporaryattitudes;a quiet
inspirationto all those who
heard him.
On the final evening of the
Conventioncame anotherout-
standingtalk, this time from
Abhaya, on 'The Speech Principle
in the Western BuddhistOrder'.
Emphasisingthe importanceof
speech,he urged us all to think
speak, and write more clearly,
entertainingus with extracts
from his own 'workin progress',
the autobiographywhich he is
presentlywriting.The account
of his days at a Raman Catholic
seminaryand his escape from it
held the audienceenthralled,
whilst his ramble through the
pages of Shabda, the Order's
monthly newsletter,filled the
barn with laughter.
The VenerableSangharakshita
was very active providingmuch
stimulationand food for thought
with two furtherquestionand
answer sessions.He also gave a
furtheranimatedreading from
his memoirs,this time treating
us to the full accountof his
meeting with Lama Govinda and Li
Gotami, extractsfrom which
appearedin a recentNewsletter.
This readingwas liberallyin-
terspersedwith reflectionson
the place of art in the spirit-
ual life sharedbetween himself
and Lama Govinda.
The spiritualhighlightof the
Men's Conventioncame with a
puja that concludedthe full-
moon day celebrationsthree days
before the end. There were no
study groups, the whole day
being given over to meditation
and devotionalpractices.In the
evening over a hundred of us
assembledin the colourfully
decoratedshrine hall. A band of
paper colourfullypainted with
the mantra OM MANI PADME HUM,
the mantra of Avalokitesvara,
ran round the circumference.
Besides readingsand the usual
chantingand recitationwe
chanted 100,000of these mantras
(a hundredmen chanting 1,000
each - in unison).This took
90 minutes.During this time
everyonecame forward to the
shrineto make an offering that
symbolisedwhat he felt was his
contributionto the Western
BuddhistOrder; what this 'hand'
of Avalokitesvaramight be
holding.
It was a beautifulevening,the

Order seated in rows down each
side of the hall, the hall
itself decoratedwith streamers
and flowerF,the shrine beauti-
fully decorated,the deep voiced
chantingreverberatingthrough
the building,all overlookedby
the BodhisattvaAvalokitesvara
reachingout to the world in
compassionateactivity.It was
possibleto glean the strongest
sense of what we collectively
are, as individualscommittedto
the Three Jewels, as the Western
BuddhistOrder, and what we
might have to offer each other

Puja on the Men's Convention
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and the world. This, above all,
is what we carried away with us
from Padmalokaat the end of the
Convention,to our own centres
and to the far corners of the
world.

Saddhaloka

Chairmen
The conflictingdemands of
unity and independencehave been
an issue in the Sangha from the
very earliesttimes. A person is
a member of the Sangha by virtue
of Going For Refuge to the Three
Jewels. This, by its very nature,
is and alwaysmust be an indiv-
idual and autonomousact. (It
is after all impossibleto be
committedto someone else's 
spiritualgrowth and develop-
ment.) On the other hand, by the
very fact of this commitmentto
one's individualspiritual
growth and development,one be-
comes a member of a spiritual
communityconsistingof all
those other people who have
committedthemselves- indiv-
idually - to their own spirit-
ual development.Hence the very
nature of the spiritualcommun-
ity poses an unavoidableprob-
lem: how to reconcilethe need
for uncompromisinglyindividual 
commitmentand autonomous
growth with the equally vital
need for the corporateharmony
of the Sangha,without resorting
to an authoritarianstructure
which would, of course, under-
mine the principleof individ-
ual autonomy.
This is far from a merely
technicalissue:it is no ex-
aggerationto say that the sur-
vival of the spiritualcommun-
ity dependson its successful
resolution.consideringthis,
it seemed especiallyappropri-
ate that the Chairmen'sAGM
this year centred around study
with the venerableSangha-
rakshitaof a text which shed
light on this particularissue,
among quite a few others. The
text was The Forest Monks of 
Sri Lanka: an Anthropological 
and HistoricalStudy by Michael
Carrithers,which was published
in India two years ago (though
it is not yet generallyavail-
able in this country).
The book examines the movement

towards the re-establishmentof
the forestmonk in Sri Lanka
from its inceptionin the mid-
nineteethcentury through to
the present day. This movement
entailedthe rediscoveryof
quite a large number of Buddhist
principlesand practices,some
of them of quite fundamentalim-
portance.These, over many cent-
uries, have fallen into abeyance
in the context of a Bhikkhu-
Sangha which had become so deep-
ly submergedinto the surround-
ing village life, that not only
was it riddledwith caste pre-
judice, but the very monastic
rule (patimokkha)that the bhik-
khus were supposed to undertake
was unknownand unpractisedby
the majority of them. The found-
ers of the new forestmonk trad-
ition, then, sought to re-estab-
lish a meditativeand ascetic
lifestylebased on that of the
early monastic Sangha, as out-

lined in the Vinaya. At the time,
they were concernedto found a
traditionof ordination- and
arising from it a spiritual
community- which was completely
free from the taint of mere lip-
serviceto the ideal of the
Sangha and the spirituallife.

The author of the book, albeit
a professionalanthropologist,
and evidentlynot a Buddhist
himself,deals with his subject
matter in a lively and gener-
ally sympatheticway. The main
thrust of approachis biographi-
cal - outliningthe history of
the forestmonk movement throu-
gh the lives of some eight or
nine figuresof key significance
in its re-establishment.
The book gave rise to a remark-
ably wide range of discussion-
and up to three hours worth of
questionsfor the Venerable
Sangharakshitaon each of the
thirteeneveningsof the event.
However,it is clear in retro-
spect that the principalvalue
of Michael Carrithers'book as
a study text for us lay in its
depictionof events and issues
broadlyparallelto many of
those arising in the establish-
ment of our own branch of the
Sangha: the Western Buddhist
Order; and new Buddhistmove-
ment: the FWBO.

The issue of autonomy versus
harmony is one that the WBO
approachesalong largely trad-
itional lines. The principleof
autonomyis implicitin the pri-
vate WBO ordinationceremony,in
which a person Goes for Refuge
individually,irrespectiveof
whether or not anyone else does
so, or ever has done so. This
aspect of commitment is brought
out furtherby the Venerable
Sangharakshita's emphasis on the
development of 'Individuality'
and the qualities of the 'True
Individual'.Harmony in the
Order, on the other hand, is
promotedby meeting, according
to the Buddha'sadvice, "fre-
quently and in large numbers"-
hence weekly Order chapter meet-
ings and monthly regionaland
nationalOrder weekends.How-
ever, as the VenerableSangha-
rakshitapointed out, in the
context of the seminar,this is
not in itself enough. In the
course of the last eighteen
years a viable movement and a

viable Order have come into

existence, but we have yet to
perfect their structure- espec-
ially that of the Order. What
the Order requires- and this
will have to be developedas a
matter of priority over the com-
ing years - is essentially a
Constitution, embodyingin con-
crete terms the principlesof
autonomyand harmony upon which
the Order must run if it is to
remain a true spiritualcommun-
ity. This will also embody the
principlesfor decisionmaking
within the Order - at present a
rather ad hoc process - along
lines which avoid the extremes
of authoritarianismon the one
hand and anarchy on the other.
It is, after all, not possible
to have thousands of people

(suchnumbers as we hope the
Order will ultimatelyrise to)
co-operatingin a purely spont-
aneousway.

The VenerableSangharakshita
stressedthe importanceof the
Chairmen'smeeting itself as a
successfulinstanceof 'autonomy
in harmony' in the Movement.
Each Chairmanrepresentsa diff-
erent centre, an independent
FWBO, but at the same time there
is ever increasingharmony among
the Chairmenthemselves.As long
as the Chairmen continueto meet
in this way - even if there are
in due course dozens, or even
hundreds of chairmen- harmony
as well as autonomy in the Move-
ment will be ensured.This func-
tion will, of course, be all the
more vital when the Venerable
Sangharakshitais no longerwith
us: the continuedunity of the
Movementwill depend on the
whole Order adheringto the
principle of 'autonomyin har-
mony' to a very high degree, and
in this the Chairmen'sMeeting
is at present acting as a van-
guard.

Apart fram matters concerning
the structureof the Order and
the Movement in general, another
importantarea which emerged
during the discussionof the
book concernedthe 'status'of
the WBO in the context of the
BuddhistSangha.The question is
sometimesasked as to whether
the WBO is a 'recognised'part
of the Buddhist Sangha.The Ven-
erable Sangharakshitahad point-
ed out on several occasions
prior to the Chairmen'sAGM that
this is, in fact, a meaningless
question:there is no such thing
as a 'recognised'Buddhist
Sangha.The situationin the
Buddhistworld is that there are
numerousand extremelydisparate
'Sanghas'within every school of
Buddhism- Theravada,Zen, Shin,
Tibetan, and so on. Members of
one of these 'Sanghas'may or
may not 'recognise'members of
another 'Sangha',as the case
may be, but there is no overall 
body, or even body of opinion,
embracingall forms of Buddhism
and somehowdeterminingwhat is
an 'officiallyrecognised'
branch of the Sangha and what is
not. Even within a single school,
such as the Theravada,where
unity of opinion on such a mat-
ter might be expected,this is
not the case. The members of one
particular tradition, or nikaya,

of Theravada ordinationdo not
recognisede juLe that the mem-
bers of another nikaya are ord-
ained at all, althoughthere is
usuallya de facto recognition.
Although the question of 're-
cognition'is, therefore,ir-
relevant,there is much to be
said for publicly clarifying the

nature and position of the WBO,

and ordination into the WBO, if
only because there is so much

general misunderstandingin
Buddhistcircles as to the mean-
ing and nature of the Sangha.
This will doubtlessbe done at
lengthin futurepublications,
so I will only outlinehere a
few points which emerged from
the seminar.A fundamental
point is that the Sangha is not
to be identified exclusively  

with the Bhikkhu Sangha. This is

a distortion arising largely

from within the Theravada Rchool
Here, we have a strange situ-

ation which allows lay people
to be depictedin the Theravada
Pali Canon as Stream Entrants
and thereforemembers of the
Arya Sangha, but presumablynot,
accordingto later usage, mem-
bers of the 'Sangha'per se be-
cause they are not Bhikkhus!
Other schools of Buddhism, im-
bued with the spirit of the
Mahayana,usually avoid such a
narrow view of the Sangha. In
the WBO, as is often emphasised,
commitment- Going for Refuge -
is regardedas primary, as the
factorwhich determinesmember-
ship of the Sangha, and the
lifestylewhich expressesthis
commitment- includingthe num-
ber and nature of precepts
observed,is regardedas second-
ary. Hence, the WBO is not a
'monastic'or a 'lay'Order, but
simply an Order of Dharmacaris-
of people commitedto the prac-
tice of the Dharma, as exempli-
fied by the ten fundamental
precepts. (See:Sangharakshita
The Ten Pillarsof Buddhism,esp
pp 34-41.)The Dharmacariordin-
ation is thereforenot, in trad-
itional terms, an 'Upasaka'ord-
ination as distinct from a

'Bhikkhu'ordination- or vice
versa - but stands outside these
now polarisedand lifestyle-
orientedterms of referenceal-
together.It is simply Going fox
Refuge; and it is this which, in
terms of the central Buddhist
traditionfrom the time of the
Buddha onwards,has always con-
stitutedentry into the Sangha.
Thus, the Sangha itselfmust
first and foremost be defined as

the community of those who Go
for Refuge to the Three Jewels
(includingthose - the Arya
Sangha - who embody the Three
Jewels). If it is defined in
other terms - such as "the
community of those who observe

227..." (or ten, or eight, or
five etc) "...precepts"- then
the fundamental import of the

Sangha has beencompletelymis-
understood.
Unfortunately, space does not

allow me to go into any of the

other numerous and fascinating

topics that the study of this

text led us onto - topics such

as asceticism and meditation

(in graveyards and otherwise),
Buddhism and politics, develop-
ing a sense of urgency, the ad-

vantages of gerontocracy,estab-

lishing the FWBO in Sri Lanka -

and so on. Hopefully, in time,
edited highlights of this im-

mensely valuable , fascinating
and multi-facted seminar will

appear.

Tejananda
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ORDEROFFICE
The past three months have

mainly seen the Venerable
Sangharakshitaengaged in
literarywork. He has con-
tinued thewriting,recommenced
earlier in the year, of the
second volume of his memoirs
which deals with his early
years in Kalimpong. In the
last few weeks this task has
been laid aside once more for
more pressingduties, but he
hopes to take it up again
when he returns from the
Three-monthPre-ordination
Course for Men at the end of
the year. He has another two
volumes planned,buthe is no
longer sure that he will have
time to completethem. A
few previewedexcerptsfrom
work-in-progresspromise that
the book will be interesting,
entertaining,and moving as
the previousvolume,The
Thousand PetalledLotus - and
some have consideredit to be
even better written. Besides
giving an approachablein-
sight for the newcomerto
Buddhism into one Buddhist's
view of life, these memoirs
are an importantsource of
backgroundmaterial on the
FWBO, for in a sense the FWBO
grew out of the Venerable
Sangharakshita'sown experienc 
of trying to live a Buddhist
life.
In additionto his autobi-

ography the VenerableSangha-
rakshitahad written a paper,
The Glory of the Literary 
World:Reflectionson the Bud-
dhist CanonicalLiterature,
to mark the launch of his new
book, The Eternal Legacy: an 
Introductionto the Canonical 
Literatureof Buddhism. The
paper makes the crucialpoint
that Buddhist literature
should be read as literature,
which means that it should be
enjoyed and allowed to work
its magic upon us. The paper
was read on August 29th
at a publicmeeting at Friends
House,Euston and will be
publishedby WindhorsePubli-
cations. The Eternal Legacy 
dill be availablein September
eramTharpaPublicationswhose
first book this is. It is to
be hoped that the book - which
is a comprehensiveguide to
the whole complex field of
Buddhistcanonicalliterature
- and the paper - which in-
culcaU.sthe attitudewith
which that literatureshould
be approachedwill make the
Buddhistscripturesmuch
more a part of Western Bud-
dhist practice.

Besides more routine literary
dork - correspondence,wri-
ting a preface for Travel 
Letters (a volume of his let-
to Shabda, the Order Newslet-
ter, publishedin August by
WindhorsePublications),and
checking the editing of ex-
tracts from his seminars for
eublicationin Mitrata - the
flenerableSangharakshitahas
also written a series of sev-
en short talks for Night 
Thoughts,a Thames Televi-

sion late-night programme.
Recorded in August these
brief pieces on the theme
of pilgrimagewill be broad-
cast later in the year. In
the midst of these scheduled
activitieserupted a poem.
On hearing by telephonefrom
India of the death of Dham-
machari AnagarikaMahadham-
mavira, he found himself in-
spired to write a long and
very heartfeltpoem which
conveyeda strong impression
of the vigour and faith of
Mahadhammvira. The Venerable
Sangharakshitatravelledto
London to read the poem at
the London BuddhistCentre
on Dharma Day. It has now
been publishedby Windhorse
Publicationsand proceeds
from it sale will be used
to provide a suitablememor-
rial for Mahadhammavira.
Whilst working on his lit-

erary projects,the Vener-
able Sangharakshitakeeps
up a great deal of other work

seeing Order members,
mitras, and Friends,read-
ing and respondingto his
voluminousmail, and keeping
an eye on FWBO activities
throughoutthe world. He
has recentlyled a number
of questionand answer sessions

he finds this a very
effectiveway of function-
ing since he can deal with
issues as they arise in peo-
ple's minds, usuallywithout
much prepartionon his own
part. In this way he has an-
swered questions from men
mitre study group leaderson
his tape lecture series,As-
pects of the Higher Evolution 
of the Individual. Many
very interestingpoints arose
from this study, one of the
principleones being that
there is a need for much
greater thoroughnessin
followingthe spirituallife
than most people realise.
One must know oneself quite
well so that one can then de-
cide what specificallyone
must do in order to develop
as an individual. The Ven-
erable Sangharakshitaalso
answeredquestionson a men's
nationalOrder weekend, the
ten day women's Order Con-
vention, the combinedOrder
Convention,and the men's
Order Convention.
Of particularinterestwere

sessions of questions and
answers in connectionwith
the two week event for the
Chairmenof FWBO centres.
During the day the Chairmen
studied togetherThe Forest 
Monks of Sri Lanka: an An-
thropologicaland Historical 
Study by Michael Carrithers.
rhis fascinatingand well-
krittenbook looks at the
attempt to revive the ascetic
life in the heartlandof
TheravadaBuddhismwhere much
of institutionalBuddhism is
corrupt and degenerate. Each
evening the VenerableSangha-
rakshitaansweredquestions
arising out of that day.5
study and many points emerged
which were of relevance to the
FWBO-a separatereport will
be appearingelsewhere. It

seemed the FWBO could certain-
ly make a valuablecontribu-
tion to Buddhism in Sri Lan-
ka. Besides these sessions
of answers to questions,the
VenerableSangharakshitahas
chaired talks at two weekend
Men's Events at Padmalokaand
during the Men's NationalMi-
tra Retreat.

At the end of July the Ven-
erable Sangharakshita,along
with Buddhadasaand Prasanna-
siddhi,visited FWBO Centres
in Manchesterand Leeds and
stayed at the Blaen-ddolcom-
munity in North Wales. On
his returnhe attended the
women's Order Conventionat
Wood Norton in West Norfolk,
meeting individuallywith all
the Dharmacharinispresent
and each evening answering
questionson their study of
The Three Jewels. At the
start of the event he ordained
two new Dharmacharinis,Samata
and Sobana. During the mixed
conventionwhich followedat
Padmaloka,he attendedall
events, leadingmeditation
and puja, chairingtalks and
reading from his own work in
progress - notably a chapter
describinghis own ordination
as a bhikkhu;an event at
which his joy at being at
last a member of the Sangha
contrastedsharplywith the
formalismof the ceremony it-
self. During the men's con-
vention which took place dur-
ing the ten days succeeding,
he continuedto chair evening

events and saw many of the
Dharmacharisindividually,
notably those from overseas.

The Venerable Sangharakshita
receivesmany visits at Padma-
loka from Order members,mi-
tras, and Friends from all
over the world. Some came
to ask advice, some request
ordination,some simply want
to meet him having heard his
voice on tape for so many
years. Some people visit
him so that he can conduct
KalyanaMitra ceremoniesfor
them or naming ceremonies
for their children- he re-
cently gave the name 'Shri-
vijaya' to the son of Mari-
chi and Danavira. He was
also visited by the Venerable
Ananda Mangala Nayaka Maha
Thera, a Sri Lankan bhikkhu

who now lives and teaches in
Singapore.Ananda Mangala
had been aware of the FWBO
for a number of years through
the Newsletterand the Vener-
able Sangharakshita'spubl-
ished works and very much
wished to meet its founder.
The two had a cordialdis-
cussion and the Venerable
Ananda Mangala impressedall
who met him with his warmth
and sincerityand his earthy
humour. He has led an ex-
ceptionallyinterestinglife
having been a Trappistmonk
and later involvedin the
Indianindependencemovement.
The VenerableKhemmodhammo,
an English bhikkhu who has
a centre in the Midlands
visited once more to discuss
Angulimala,the Buddhist
prison chaplaincywhich he
has set up and of which the
VenerableSangharakshita
is a patron. Four Church
of England clergymenand
women visited recentlyto
continuethe lively dia-
logue which we have deve-
lopedwith them. They
are all connectedwith the
shrine of Mother Julian of
NOrwich,a medieval my-
stic, author of Revela-
tions of Divine Love, whose
reconstructedcell and church
are the centre of small,my-
stically-inclinedmovement.
The VenerableSangharakshita
and Subhutivisited the shrine
at their invitation. Ano-
ther visitor has been Elea-
nor Zeliot,an Americanaca-
demic who is a leadingau-
thority in the field of mod-
ern Indian studies and who
specialises in the study of
Dr. Ambedkarand his move-
ment. The VenerableSangha-
rakshitahad met her some
twentyyears previouslyin
Pune and she had just re-
turned from that city where
she had been in contactwith
Lokamitra.
The Venerable Sanghrakshita
viewed the recent video film,
'A PadmalokaMen's Event"
made by Garry Pierpointof
Vajra Films. He very much
appreciatedthe film's lei-
surelypace, highly unusual
in modern filming,which al-
lowed time to absorb the
very pleasing and artisti-
cally-chosenshots. He also
appreciatedthe film'shon-
esty, showing the Men's Event
'wartsand all' rather
than trying to produce a
glossy 'selling'image. He
hopes that all Centres will
be purchasingcopies to show
at their classes and to enable
Garry to make more films.
At the Order Office we are

in contactwith a number of
Buddhistgroups throughoutthe
world. Among others we have
recentlycontributedarticles
to The Young Buddhist,pub-
lished in Singapore,and the
Journal of the Young Buddhist
Associationof Malaysia.
Spring Wind, the journalof
a Korean Zen teacher in Can-
ada has pub/ishedan article
by Nagabodhion our work in
India and is to reprint 'Last
Correspondencebetween Lama

Sangharakshita
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Govinda and Sangharakshita'
from the FWBO Newsletter65.
Spring Wind is certainly
one of the best Buddhist
periodicalsaround and we are
very glad to give them our
wholeheartedsupport.
Among our more interesting

contactshas been a Chinese
journalistfrom Peking who
interviewedSubhuti for an
article she is writing on
the current interest in the
West in Eastern religions.
From her account it appears
that there is a frenzy in
China today for thingsWestern
primarily for Western con-
sumer goods. She feels that
it is importantthat Chinese
people realise that in the
West many are disillusioned
with the dominanttrend of
Western Culture. Most young
people in China have a very
low opinion of Buddhism,hav-
ing seen it only in its most
degenerate 'ethnic form.
She considersthat if Buddism

comes from the West, there
would be a great deal of
interest. She was herself
somewhatscepticalof spir-
itual idealism,having lived
throughthe intense idealism
of the Cultural Revolution-
she had herself been a Red Guard

and having seen her
ideals crushed by power-seek-
ing and self-interest.
The Order Office team now
consistsof Subhuti,Dhar-
madhara,Kovida, and Buddha-
palita with Ratnaprabhaas
part-timetreasurer. Shri-
devi will be moving to Nor-
wich in the new year to take
on part of the Venerable
Sangharakshita'scorrespon-
dence and Philip Buckley will
be moving to Padmalokaas
a full-timeeditor on his
return from the three month
Pre-ordinationCourse for
Men in Tuscany. Dharma-
dhara and Buddhapalitawill
be attendingthe retreat as
part of the Order team.

Subhuti'snew book,
The BuddhistVision, is to
be publishedby Rider on
October 10th this year and
he plans to write another
as soon as possiblewhich
will be a brief study of the
VenerableSangharakshita's
work.
After reading his paper at

Friends House in London,
the VenerableSangharakshita
will be answeringquestions
from Dharmacharisleading
titre study groups, this time
on his lecture series,The
Buddha'sNoble EightfoldPath.
He will then be leavingwith
Prasannasiddhifor Tuscany
and the annual Pre-ordination
Course for Men, where he will
be staying until the begin-
ning of December. He hopes
to be able to continuewith
his memoirs on his return
but has plans to stay at the
women's retreat centre and
to visit more FWBO centres
during the coming year.

The Venerable Sangha-
rakshita'sSixtiethBirth-
day Appeal Fund stands now
at about E60,000. We hope
that by the end of the year
we will raise E150,000-
250,000 so that we can esta-
blish conditionswhich will
make the Venerable Sangha-
rakshitaas effectiveas
possible:a proper headquar-
ters at Padmaloka,a fully
supportedsecretariat,and
winter-quartersin Southern
Europe where he can proceed
with literarywork undis-
turbed and where more inten-
sive retreatscan be held.
To meet all these needs - which
will be of benefit to us all
- a considerableeffort
is still required. If you
have not already done so,
please send your donations
to: 60th BirthdayAppeal,
Padamaloka,LesinghamHouse,
Surlingham,Norwich,NR14
7AL, England.

MarketingReligion
On 14th June Ratnaprabhapres-
ented a paper at a seminar on
"methodsand aims of evangelis-
ation in contemporarysociety
with special referenceto new
religions"held at Kings College
London. Here is his report on
the event.
The Council Roam at Kings
College is an imposingbut faded
Victorianpanelledgallery
almost overlookingthe Thames,
it'swalls hung with royal por-
traits, its furniturea large
rectangleof conferencetables,
around which some thirty of us,
mainly academics,sat for a day
seminar.We were introducedto
each other and to our topic by
Peter Clarke, a lecturerin the
Departmentof History and Philo-
sophy of Religionat Kings, who
is genuinely fascinatedby new
religiousmovements;so much
that he has appliedhis consid-
erable energy and determination
to the establishmentof a Centre
for the Study of New Religious
movements,edits the journal
ReligionToday, and arranges
conferenceslike this one. The
proceedingsare soon to be pub-
lishedby Ethnographia,includ-
ing my paper on the FWBO, but
here I can give a few impress-
ions of the papers to save those
with only a passing interestin
religionsfrom having to plough
through some 40,000words of
uneven value.
In additionto the FWBO, the
followingmovementswere dealt
with: two products of Japanese
Buddhism - Sykai Kyussei Kyo and
Nicheren Shoshu/SokaGakkai
(speltthus in the paper), a
Hindu movement consistingof
devoteesof Sathya Sai Baba,
The UnificationChurch or
'Moonies'who might be called a
hereticalChristiansect, and
finallytwo superficiallysimi-
lar movementsoffering intensive

workshopsessionsbased on a
mixture of psychotherapeutic
techniquesto enable people to
have intenseexperiencesof
themselvesas divine or enlight-
ened. These movements are EST
and Exegesis,both founded,I
believe,by Americans.
The usual attitudeadopted by
the researcherswas a marketing
approach.They tried to identify
the product that each movement
was trying to sell to the con-
sumer, how it was packaged and
advertised,and how the selling
techniqueswere modified in
differentmarkets. However,this
is not to say that the contri-
butors, in general,claimed to
adopt a completelydetached
viewpoint.Except perhaps in the
case of the Moonies, all were
more or less sympatheticto the
movementsunder scrutiny.The
most interestingand revealing
things they had to say were not
usually descriptionsof doc-
trines, or historiesor statis-
tics concerningthe movements,
but their own personal responses
to, and evaluationof, each
movement'smembers, whom they
had met and interviewed.It be-
came clear that thousandsof
people's lives have been radi-
cally altered by conversionto
or participationin new religi-
ous movements.Whether or not
people's lives have been improv-
ed by their contactwith these
movementswas not clear in most
cases.
Apparentlythe contributors
were, in the main, sociologists
of one sort or another,mine
being the only 'insidestory'.
But the marketing approachdid
not seem to be just a product of
preferencefor the sociological
explanation;it seemed also to
reflectthe movements'eagerness
to present themselvesdifferent-
ly, even changing their methods

and doctrinesaccordingto dif-
ferentpublic tastes and demands.
So the evangelisationof a re-
ligion seems indeed often to be
similar to the hard selling of
consumergoods.

The FWBO was an exceptionto
this tendency.The general
attitudeto Buddhism seemed to
be favourable,more so than to
other religionsand movements.
Accordingly,my own paper on the
FWBO was greeted with interest
and goodwill.In my paper I
tried to explain what Buddhism
is, why a Western BuddhistOrder
was formed,how the FWBO is
organizedand supportsthe act-
ivities of Order Members, and
how people get involvedwith the
FWBO. I pointed out that Buddh—
ism has always been a 'mission-
ary' or 'evangelising'religion,
since the fellow feeling that it
encouragesnaturallyinduces one
to wish to share with others any
beneficialpracticesor teaching
that one has encountered.

ThursdayEvenings/pm, fromNov1  
LondonBuddhistCentre.51RomanRd E2

CostDO520 conc1moredetails981 1225

Telling people we're available

In the FWBO 'evangelisation'
means the contactsthat Order
Membersmake with others through
literature,classes,public
talks,co-ops, retreats,and so
on. I discussed the FWBO's
future,noting that a movement
of such proven flexibilitywill
always (forseeably)be able to
improve its structureand act-
ivities in the light of experi-
ence. Its shortcomingsare, in

the last analysis,the short-
comings of the people involved.
I concluded "It seems to be much
easier to take on an idea of
positivelytransformingone's
life and the world, then to com-
bine all one's energies in an
interruptedeffort to effect the
transformation.The great major-
ity of Order Members, as they
admit, have not yet attainedthe
ardencyof practice that charac-
terized the great Buddhist
masters,nor, they say, have
they internalizedthe full urg-
ency of the currentworld situ-
ation. The FWBO is still young,
but it could be having a much
greater influence for the good
on may more men and women.

"The FWBO is a Buddhistmove-
ment, and Buddhism is a 'mis-
sionary'religion.However,the
FWBO is not evangelicalin the
sense of giving priority to
growth in nominal membership,
and using high pressure tech-
niques to attract adherents.Nor
does it take advantageof
people's human weaknessesto in-
duce them to shelterwithin any
short-sightedcertainties.What
the FWBO does claim to attempt
to do is to make as many people
as possible aware of their un-
bounded potential for develop-
ment, and to make availableto
them the best achievablefacili-
ties for developmentshould they
wish to use them."
At the end of the day Vajradipa
and I chatted to Mr Casey McCann,
the chairman of an organization
formed to help parentswho be-
lieve their sons or daughters
have been brainwashedby new
religiousmovements.Buddhism
did not worry him, but he criti-
cized the academicsthat we had
just heard for their complacen-
cy. The Moonies and Exegesis in
particular,he said, had a
genuinelysinisterand manipu-
lative side, and the exposure of
their unethicalmethods was more
importantthan mere sociological
analysis.'Have you had any com-
plaints about Buddhist groups?"
I asked. "Not yet:" he replied
with a grin.

Ratnaprabha

ASinWeeACourse



MITRATA
Bi-monthly Magazine for Practising Buddhists

The Buddha's Noble Eightfold Path
— a central teaching of Buddhism explored in depth

Ven. Sangharakshita, a leading Western Buddhist, gives
an account of each step on the Path and discusses, in extracts
from seminars, issues arising from its theory and practice.
This is a practical, thought provoking, and highly relevant
account which shows how Buddhism can be lived by men and
women today.

issues in this series (16
Back issues and remaining

R A
issues) can be purchased for IE NOhi£16 from:

LIGHTFWindhorse Publications,
136Renfield St., PATH A.Glasgow G2 AU.

Led bySURATA
Onthe theme ofTHESANGHAREFUGE
Bookingsfor whole weeks only

week 1: 13-20 Dec.— Meeting Spiritual Friends
week 2: 20-27 Dec.— Goingfor Refuge
week 3: 27 Dec.-3 Jan.—The Bodhisattva'sWayof Life

Forfurther details see Padmaloka'sprogramme or contact:
The RetreatOrganiser,Padmaloka,LesinghamHouse,Surlingham,

Norwich NR147AL 2I 050 88 8112
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A
SECOND

BITE
ATTHE
CHERRY
Bethnal Green's Vegetarian

talc with Garden. Fresh salads,
home-made food and cakes

all prepared daily.

Tue,da% N,Vedm.-,day Erida,, Saturday

10am - 8 30pm

	

"Diursday lOam- 2.3Opm

	

Sunday & Monday, CLOSED

The Cherry Orchard,

241 Globe Road E2 Tel: 01-980 6678

	 Vajraloka 

The Buddhist Meditation Centre of North Wales

is a year-round meditation retreat
in ideal conditions. Visitors with a
regular meditation practice — or
with enough experience — can
join the retreat at any weekend.
Most of the time it is formen; some
months are open to women.
Occasional periods of more in-
tense practice, in supportive
conditions, provide a very good
opportunity for taking your medi-
tation a bit deeper. If your
meditation is important to you,
why not consider spending a
week or more here?
More details on request from:
Vajraloka, The Buddhist Meditation

Centre of North Wales, Tyn-y-Ddol,
Corwen, Clwyd. LL21 OEN.

A Centre of the Fnends of the Western Buddtust Order



Friendsof the WesternBuddhistOrder

Centres
and

Branches

LondonBuddhistCentre,51 Roman Road, Bethnal Green, London E2OHU.01-981 1225  
BrightonBUdcthistCentre, 15Park Crescent Place, Brighton, Sussex BN23HF. 0273-698420  
CroydonBuddhistCentre,96-98 High Street, Croydon, Suney CRO1ND.01-6888624  
ManchesterBuddhistCentre, 18Burlington Road, Withington, Manchester M209QA. 061-4453805  
GlasgowBuddhistCentre,329Sauchiehall Street, Glasgow G2 3HW. 041-3330524  
WestLondonBuddhistCentre, 7Colville Houses, London W11 1JB.01-7279382  
BristolBuddhistCentre, 120Long Ashton Road, Long Ashton, Bristol,Avon BS189LS 0272-392463  
NorwichBuddhistCentre,41A AllSaints Green, Norwich, Norfolk NRI 3LY.0603-27034  
LeedsBuddhistCentre, 148Harehills Avenue, Leeds, LS84EU.0532-405880  
PadmalokaRetreatCentre,Lesingham House, Surlingham, Norwich, Norfolk NR147AL.050-888112  
VajraiokaMeditationCentre,Tyn-y-ddol, Trerddol, Nr Corwen LL21OEN.N.Wales. (Visitors by appointment.) 0490-81406
HelsingenBuddhalainenKeskus,PL 288, SF-00121,Helsinki 12,Finland  
AucklandBuddhistCentre,POBox68-453,Newton, Auckland, New Zealand  
WellingtonBuddhistCentre, POBox 12311,Wellington North, New Zealand  
Aryaloka,Heartwood Circle, Newmarket, New Hampshire, 03857,USA  
SydneyBuddhistCentre,806 George Street, Sydney, Australia  
TBMSGPune:'Dhammavijay', 32 Dr Ambedkar Society, Pune 411006,India  
TBMSGAurangabad:c/o Bungalow No 2, Cantonment, Aurangabad, India 

TBMSGBombay:25 Bhim Prerana, Tapodhan Nagar, Bandra (E), Bombay 400051, India  
TBMSGAhmedabad:c/o Bakul Bhavan. Behind Gujerat Vaishya Sabha, Jamalpur Rd, Ahmedabad 38001, India
FWBOStockholm,Hillbersvagen 5, S-12654 Hagersten, Sweden. Stockholm 97 5992  
IWBO Germany,Rechtstr. 9, 43 Essen II, W.Germany  
FWBONetherlands,P.O. Box 1559,3500 BNUtrecht, Netherlands. 030-949 109

Representatives Aryavamsa,Elleholmsvagen I I, S-35243 Vaxjo, Sweden

Jayapushpa,Lot7, Taman Ria,Jallan Salleh, Muar, Johore, Malaysia.

Co-operatives

Communities
(Visitors by

arrangement only)

TheBlueLotusCo-operativeLtd, 113Notting HillGate, London W11 3LB.01-7279382  
GoldenLightCo-operative,PO Box68-453,Newton, Auckland, New Zealand  
ThePadmaiokaCo-operative,Lesingham House, Surlingham, Norfolk NR147AL.050-888112  
ThePureLandCo-operative,51 Roman Road, London E2OHU,01-980 1960  
WindhorseAssociates,119Roman Road, London E2OQN.01-9815157  
WindhorseEnterprisesLtd, 15Park Crescent Place, Brighton, Sussex BN23HF'.0273-698420  
WindhorseWholefoodsCo-operativeLtd, 13Kelvinside Terrace South, Glasgow G20 6DW. 041-9462635
PhoenixCommunityHousingCo-operativeLtd, 119Roman Road, London E2OQN.01-980 1069 

RainbowCo-operativeLtd, 96-98 High Street, Croydon, Surrey CROIND. 01-6882899
WindhorseTradingLtd, 29-31Old Ford Road, London E2 9PJ 01-9804221 
WhitehallHousingCo-operativeLtd, 7 Colville Houses, London W11 1JB.01-7279382

Amitayus,15Park Crescent Place, Bbghton, Sussex BN23HF. 0273-698420  
Aryatara,3 Plough Lane, Purley, Surrey CR2 3QB.01-6602542  
Grdhrakuta, 18Burlington Road, Withington, Manchester M2090A. 061-4453805  
Heruka, 13Kelvinside Terrace South, Glasgow G20 6DW. 041-9462035  
Kalpadruma,43 Gleneldon Road, Streatham, London SW16 2AX.01-6777381  
Khadiravani,59 Babington Road, London SW16 6AN. 01-6779564  
Padmaloka,Lesingham House, Surlingham, Norfolk NR147AL.050-888112  
Padmavyuha,7 Colville Houses, London W1-11JB.01-7279382  
Ratnaloka,14Latchmere Road, Fallowfield, Manchester M146AL  
Sarvasiddhi,18Golders Green Crescent, London NW11 8LE  
Samayatara,18Approach Road, London E29LY  
Sudurjaya, 120Long Ashton Road, Long Ashton, Bristol,Avon BS189LS.0272-392463

SukhavatL51 Roman Road, London E2OHU.01-9805972  
Suvirya, 20 Approach Road, London E2 9LY  
Vajrakula, 41BAll Saints Green, Norwich, Norfolk NR13LY.0603 27034  
329Sauchiehall Street (top right), Glasgow G2 3HW. 041-3330524  
34b  Springwell Avenue, Harlesden, London NWIO4HP. 01-9655752  
Udyana, 16North Road, Brighton, Sussex BN1 1YA 0273-603188

The Office of the Fi iends of the Western Buddhist Order
London Buddhist Centre, 51 RomanRoad, Lodon E2OHU.Tel: 01- 981 1225

The Office of the Western Buddhist Order
Padmaloka, Lesingham House, Surlingham,Norwich, Norfolk NR147AL.Tel:(05088) 310


